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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
here we shall clearly witness absolutely Magnificent Textual/Mathematical
that our One and Only LORD
due to

Signs

ALLAH has created, from the very beginning,

HIS most essential Word and Promise,

in this respect, here:
=========================
49 Certainly,

We have created all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially, this most specific "first Chapter"
(=Chapter No. "1" with its precisely "7" Verses in total) of/in QURAN TESTAMENT,
from the very beginning, in this most specific respect here now =15/87)
based upon a PreciseMEASURE

(=biQadarin)

(which is essentially "19" coded, from the very beginning, here =74/2630)

93 Then, say: All Praise is to

ALLAH;

HE will show you HIS Signs/Verses (=Ayatihi)
(which are specifically "19" coded again here =74/2630, 31)
so,

(=i.e. thus also and especially, with regard to this most specific "first Chapter"
(=Chapter No. "1" with its precisely "7" Verses in total) of/in QURAN TESTAMENT,
from the very beginning, in this most specific respect again here now =15/87)
and you will AbsolutelyRecognize them!
And your LORD is not Unaware of what you do.

QURAN TESTAMENT 54/49 = 27/93
=========================

So now, let us clearly see here

this most Essential and exclusive Chapter No. "1" with its precisely "7" Verses in total)
of/in QURAN TESTAMENT, in this most specific respect, above,
first of all, now here thus:
=======================================================
1 In the Name of ALLAH, the MostGracious, the MostMerciful.

ﺍﻝﺭﺡﻯﻡ

ﺍﻝﺭﺡﻡﻥ

ﺍﻝﻝﻩ

ﺏﺱﻡ

total Number of (Arabic) Letters above:
total Gematrical Value of those (Arabic) Letters above:

19
786

********
2 All Praise is to ALLAH, the LORD of the Worlds.

ﺍﻝﻉﻝﻡﻯﻥ

ﺭﺏ

ﻝﻝﻩ

ﺍﻝﺡﻡﺩ

total Number of (Arabic) Letters above:
total Gematrical Value of those (Arabic) Letters above:

17
581

********
3 the MostGracious, the MostMerciful.

ﺍﻝﺭﺡﻯﻡ

ﺍﻝﺭﺡﻡﻥ

total Number of (Arabic) Letters above:
total Gematrical Value of those (Arabic) Letters above:

12
618

********
4 SOVEREIGN of the Day of Recompense.

ﺍﻝﺩﻯﻥ

ﻯﻭﻡ

ﻡﻝﻙ

total Number of (Arabic) Letters above:
total Gematrical Value of those (Arabic) Letters above:

11
241

********
5 YOU Alone we serve, and YOU Alone we ask for help.

ﻥﺱﺕﻉﻯﻥ

ﻭﺍﻯﺍﻙ

ﻥﻉﺏﺩ

ﺍﻯﺍﻙ

total Number of (Arabic) Letters above:
total Gematrical Value of those (Arabic) Letters above:

19
836

********
6 Guide us to the straight Path.

ﺍﻝﻡﺱﺕﻕﻯﻡ

ﺍﻝﺹﺭﻁ

ﺍﻩﺩﻥﺍ

total Number of (Arabic) Letters above:
total Gematrical Value of those (Arabic) Letters above:

18
1072

********
7 Path of those YOU have blessed unto them, not of those who have been condemned, and not of the strayers.

ﺍﻝﺽﺍﻝﻯﻥ

ﻭﻝﺍ

ﻉﻝﻯﻩﻡ

ﺍﻝﻡﻍﺽﻭﺏ

total Number of (Arabic) Letters above:
total Gematrical Value of those (Arabic) Letters above:

QURAN TESTAMENT,
Chapter No.

1,

ﻍﻯﺭ
43
6009

ﻉﻝﻯﻩﻡ

ﺍﻥﻉﻡﺕ

ﺍﻝﺫﻯﻥ

ﺹﺭﻁ

Verse No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
=======================================================
_________________________________________________________________
*And we can clearly see all "Gematrical Values" of each and every (Arabic) Letter
here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abjad_numerals#Letter_values

_________________________________________________________________

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
So now, here is that
most Essential and exclusive Chapter No.

"1" with its precisely "7" Verses in total) above,

now here, together with that most essential Data (of those total Number of (Arabic) Letters &
total Gematrical Value of those (Arabic) Letters of each of those "7" Verses in total) above,
in such a "Most

AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect Manner,

now here thus:
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All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse
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No.

Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse
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and then

Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters

Chapter
No.

Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters

43
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1
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<
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^

>

>
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>

>

>
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and then

Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters

+

+

+

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

6052 1090 855
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<

<

<

+

<

+

+

+

G.Vls.

G.Vls.
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<

<
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Chapter
No.

Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters

+

+

G.Vls.

+

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

+

G.Vls.

+

1

805

598

630

252

855 1090 6052

^

>

>

>

>

>

+

+

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

>

>

or/and
also

Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
G.Vls.
G.Vls.
G.Vls.
G.Vls.
G.Vls. G.Vls.
G.Vls.

805

598
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252

>

>

>

>

855 1090 6052
>

>

>

Chapter
No.

1
^

Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
G.Vls.
G.Vls.
G.Vls.
G.Vls.
G.Vls. G.Vls.
G.Vls.

6052 1090 855
<

19
19
19

<

=

x...

=

x...

=

x...

<

252
<

630 598
<

<

805
<

19

x...

=

*Please, absolutely note that
for/within those final two Cases above
because they are exclusive in the respect that
both of them exclusively consist of ("Letters"

+ "Gematrical Values") therein above

it thus perfectly goes
in these specific/regular directions (in comparison to those first two Cases above),
for/in that third Case, above:

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

^

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

<

<

<

and then it thus also perfectly goes
in these specific/opposite directions (in comparison to those first two Cases again above),
for/in that fourth Case, above:

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

^

<

<

<

in such a perfectly complementary and absolutely Coherent/Consistent manner,
in this most specific respect above, from the very beginning.

And thereafter, we will totally erase now the left sides of those most Magnificent and perfect "four Cases" above,
and find out what we would see
when/if we take into account exclusively and only the right sides (for/in all of those "four Cases") above,
now here thus:
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All Praise
is to

All Praise
is to

ALLAH ALLAH
Chapter
No.

Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse

1

1
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7

^

>

>

>

>

>

>
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and then

Chapter
No.

Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters

1

19

17

12

11

19
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43

^

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

and then

Chapter
No.

1
^

Letters

Letters

Letters

Letters

Letters

Letters

Letters

G.Vls.
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G.Vls.
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G.Vls.

17 581

12 618

19 786
>
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11 241

>
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>

>

>
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also
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1
^
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<

<

<

241 11
<
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=

<

x...

<

786 19
<
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19
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=

x...

=

x...

=

x...

*Please, absolutely note that for/within those final two Cases above
we have thus rightfully taken these

=(19 =19x...) and their total "Gematrical Values" =(836 =19x...)
therein, legitimately and rightfully, in this exclusive manner: (=19 0836),
most specific exclusive Number of "Letters"
for/in both of those final two Cases, above:

......................................................................

19 0836 18 1072 43 6009

>
6009 43 1072 18 0836 19

<

<

>

>

......................................................................

<

(thus also and especially, with regard to "total number of digits" of each of them above)
in such a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely Coherent/Consistent manner, (for/in both sides above),
in this most specific respect above, from the very beginning.
**********
by all of these absolutely

most Superb and matchless

perfect "Creation Designs" of our Supreme
here again

LORD

(72/28 = 78/29), from the very beginning!

V
V

V
V

=========================

(=4/166170)

28 ... for

HE has encompassed all that is with them,

and HE has preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaa) all things (=kulla shayin)
(=i.e. thus also and especially,
this most Essential and exclusive Chapter No.
from the very beginning, above)
as/in

"1" with its precisely "7" Verses in total, in QURAN TESTAMENT,

"Numbers" (="Adadan")!

VVV
29 For

We have preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaynahu) all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially,
this most Essential and exclusive Chapter No.

"1" with its precisely "7" Verses in total,

and then also their total Number of (Arabic) Letters & total Gematrical Values of those (Arabic) Letters
of/in each and every of those
as/in a

"7" Verses in total, above)

"SCRIPTURE" (="KITAABAN"!)

(specifically, based upon Number
here: 54/49 = 27/93 =

"19"

again, from the very beginning,

"1 / 1 2 3 4 5 6 7" = 74/2630, 31)

“QURAN TESTAMENT” 72/28 = 78/29
=========================
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(1:1:1)
ْﻡ
ِﺳ
ﺑ
ِ
bis'mi
In (the) name
P – prefixed preposition bi
N – genitive masculine noun

(1:1:2)
ِ
克⍓ﺍ
ﱠ
llahi
(of) Allah,

PN – genitive proper noun → Allah

(1:1:3)
ٰ
ِﻥ
َﻣ
ْﺣ
ﺍﻟﺭ
ﱠ
lraḥ
māni
the Most Gracious,

(1:1:4)
ِﻳﻡ
ِﺣ
ﺍﻟﺭ
ﱠ
lraḥ
īmi
the Most Merciful.

ADJ – genitive masculine singular adjective

ADJ – genitive masculine singular adjective
Logged

ِﻲ
ِﻣ
ُﻣْﺳﻠ
َﻥْﺍﻟ
ِﻲِﻣ
ﱠﻧ
ِﺇ ﻧ
My Lord I repent to you for anything I uttered concerning You for which I have no knowledge of. Indeed You are the OftForgiving, Most Merciful
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___________________________________________________
Salaam/Peace HP_TECH,
I will reply to you after I posted the Topic, in its entirety,
(in a few days) soon, inshaALLAH.
Thank you, dear Brother/Friend, for your understanding and patience.
Remain in peace/salaam.

___________________________________________________

====================
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said to one of his friends (=Ubayy ibn Kab) therein:
"I hope that you will not leave the Mosque
until you know a Sura that

ALLAH has not sent down the like/equivalent of it

in the Torah nor in the Gospel nor in the Quran."
Ubayy said: "I began to slow down my pace in the hope of (learning of) that (one and only Sura).
Then I said: "Messenger of ALLAH, the Sura you promised me!"
He said: What do you recite when you begin the Prayer?
I recited the Fatihah (Sura 1) until I came to the end of it, and the Messenger of ALLAH (Peace be upon Him) said:
It is this Sura = Fatihah (Sura 1) which absolutely is the

"Seven"

(as/in)

"Pairs"

(=al"Sabu" al"Mathaani")

and (thus) the Great Quran (=Reading) which I am granted (by ALLAH).
from Muwatta Malik, Book 3, Hadith 186
====================

========================================================================
as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above:

=Fatihah (Sura 1) which specifically comes as

"Seven"

(as/in)

"Pairs"

(=al"Sabu" al"Mathaani")

on our "19" coded, most Superb and matchless Tables above,
in this Final Age now, therein thus:

Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse

Sura
No.

Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

1
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3
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5
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7

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

^

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<
<

<

<

^

>

>

<

<

^

>

>

>

>

>

>

>
>

>
>

========================================================================

*Please, certainly note that
everything that is directly revealed/taught by ALLAH unto this "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" (=i.e.
the long awaited and anticipated Mahdee "Descendant" of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)
in this Final Age now,
its credit/reward is directly granted unto his Truthful Ancestor Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him), in the Sight of ALLAH,
hence, absolutely Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) is thus rightfully granted it (by

ALLAH),

in this Final Age now,
as clearly pointed out at the very end of that most Miraculous and amazing Hadith above.
*And we can clearly witness all other most Miraculous and awesome Prophecies of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)
in which he has clearly and unmistakably foretold about his long awaited and anticipated Mahdee "Descendant" (=i.e. this
most Critical and important "Messenger/ MESSAGE of the Covenant") sent by ALLAH, for all Humanity,
for/in this Final Age now, here:
___________________________________________________________________

The Awesome Prophecies of Prophet Muhammad
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id183.html
___________________________________________________________________

====================
85 And

We have not created the Heavens and the Earth and what is in between except with/as The Truth.

And the “Hour” (=i.e. a most specific reference also and especially to this “Hour” of this anticipated “SMOKE”
and those imminent “HEAVENLY REQUITALS” thereafter, here in this case now; =44/1016) is surely coming;
so depart (from them, that you may thus be able to constantly and wholeheartedly Work in the Cause of ALLAH,
night and day here; =73/110) with (such) a nice departing (from them therein; =73/10).
86 (For) certainly your LORD,
due to/on that left side above

HE is so now, thus also and especially, regarding those “19” coded Tables above,

“The BestDesigner,”

87 For definitely, We have (thus) given you
and (thus) the Great Quran (=Reading)!

"Seven"

as/in

due to/on that right side above

"Pairs"

(="Saban" min

“The BestKnower!”

"alMathaani")

========================================================================
as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above:
=Fatihah (Chapter 1) which specifically comes as

"Seven"

as/in

"Pairs"

(="Saban" min

"alMathaani")

on our "19" coded, most Superb and matchless Tables again above,
in this Final Age now, therein thus:

Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse
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No.

Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse
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========================================================================

88 (So), do not turn your eyes towards what We have bestowed upon some couples from them (=9/5557),
and do not grieve over them (=9/8487),
and lower your wing (of kindness & tenderness) for/upon all believers. (=26/215220, 227)
89 And say (to all Peoples/Nations, Worldwide, now):
Certainly, I am (such) a clear “Warner” (here; 34/46 = 44/1016)!
(*Please, certainly see again Verse No. 85 above, in this regard.)
90 As

We have sent down unto the allotters (=i.e. those who think that they themselves were entitled

to divide and allot the Mercy of ALLAH here; =43/3132).
91 Those (are the ones) who have declared the Quran (=the Reading above =as clearly referred to
in Verse No. 87 above) to be falsehood!
92 Therefore, by your LORD;

We will surely ask them all.

93 Regarding what they are doing.
94 So (in “figurative” sense here) you shall “shatter(their crooked ideologies)intwopieces” (="faasdaa")
with what you have been commanded due to/on the left side & due to/on the right side of those “19” coded Tables
above now; =29/47 & 49, and turn away from (such) partnermakers (42/21 = 9/31).
95 Certainly,

We shall suffice you against the scoffers.

96 Those (are the ones) who set up with

ALLAH another God (=Authority to Whom belongs

AllPraise and AllJudgment: 28/70 X 9/31 & 25/43 & 41/37 & …).
So they will come to know (the Consequences thereof; 23/117 = 50/2426).
97 And definitely,

We know that your chest is strained by what they say (here; =15/6 & 21/5 & 25/45 & …).

98 So you shall “glorify the Praise of your

LORD” thus especially, due to/on the left side of those “19” coded Tables

above now; =29/47 and be of the Prostrators!
99 And you shall “serve your

LORD” thus especially, due to/on the right side of those “19” coded Tables

above now; =29/49 until comes to you the Certainty!

(QURAN TESTAMENT 15/8599)
===============
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=========================
24 And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:
This (QURAN) is nothing except an ancient Magic.
25 This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a humanbeing.
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter
(thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to the whole World that

QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed, in the first place, above,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless Word of

ALLAH here =17/88)!

27 So what made you know what an Uprooter.
28 It does not letlast (but exempts the Gematrical Values (in those third Cases)
from/on the left side of our Tables above
and It does not letstay (but excludes the Gematrical Values (in those third Cases again)
from/on the right side of our Tables above
(*because specifically "Gematrical Values + Letters" have rightfully been taken into account
(within those third Cases) for/on those both sides above (due to that magnificent Reason
as we have clearly witnessed it within that second Part immediately thereafter).
29 (Thereupon, it presents) Tables (based on all of those Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Conclusions
due to/within these most Magnificent and fundamental
within this

first Part above:
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and then, also due to/within these (following and absolutely Complementary to the above one)
most Magnificent and quintessential
within this

four Cases

second Part above:
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due to/on all of the "left sides" & due to/on all of the "right sides" therein above,
as it is perfectly indicated here above: 74/2829) for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)
31 And
and

"19"!

We have made the guardians of the Fire to be Angels;

We did not make their number (=that "19" above) except as a Test for those who have rejected,

so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) shall attainCertainty,
and those who have Faith (in/among all Peoples, worldwide, now) shall deeplyincrease (in) Faith,
and so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)
and the Faithful (in/among all Peoples, worldwide, now) shall never have any doubt,
and so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters shall (still) say:
"What is it that

ALLAH has (really) meant by this "Allegory" (cited above,

within those most specific 2430th Verses above.)

ALLAH sends astray whoever wishes (to go astray) especially, due to/on the left side

Thus,

of those "19" coded Tables above now, (=29/47)
and

HE guides whoever wishes (to go guided) especially, due to/on the right side

of those "19" coded Tables above now, (=29/49)
And none know the Forces of your LORD except

HIM;

and "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as clearly pointed out
in the above 2630th Verses) is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikra") for all humanity.
*****
54 Indeed, it is (also) a "Commemorative" (="Tadhkirah" ) above.
55 So whoever wishes will "takeCommemoration" (="Dhakarahu")
(as clearly pointed out at the very end of Verse No. 31 above.)
56 But none will "takeCommemoration" (="yaDhkuruna") except if

ALLAH wills

(when/if HE finds deep Love and Sincerity and true Inclination towards

HIM

in the hearts and minds and souls of HIS Servants here, in the first place =13/2728).
(For)

HE (Alone) is

especially, due to their such sincere Belief and RighteousDeeds

due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables above now: 29/47 = 25/7376) The Source of

Salvation,

and especially, due to their such sincere Belief and RighteousDeeds
due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now: 29/49 = 25/7376) The Source of

Forgiveness!

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2430, 31, ..... 5456)
=============================

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

"AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #488 on: August 19, 2016, 01:50:06 AM »

Posts: 623
Gender:

SUMMARY & CONCLUSION

Our LORD

ALLAH

has most Wisely and perfectly Informed us about

this awesome "Seven" as/in

"Pairs"

(="Saban" min

"alMathaani") Phenomenon

in QURAN TESTAMENT, exclusively, here (=15/87),

and thereby,

HE has also most Wisely and perfectly Created

over this most Essential and exclusive
Chapter No.

"1" with its precisely "7" Verses in total, in QURAN TESTAMENT,

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"
which specifically comes therein as:

"Seven"

as/in

"Pairs"

(="Saban" min

"alMathaani")

(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed
each and every of them, in QURAN TESTAMENT, above),
that we may again absolutely see and perfectly understand that:

HE has created all things in such a "PreciseMEASURE",
from the very Beginning (=54/49),

HE has preciselycounted all things as/in "Number",
from the very Beginning (=72/28),

HE has preciselycounted all things
as/in "SCRIPTURE" (="QURAN TESTAMENT"),
from the very Beginning (=78/29),
in such a "Most MIRACULOUS" &
Perfect Manner therein:

"Most WONDROUS"

========================================================================
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========================================================================

from the very Beginning! (74/2630, 31 = 27/93 = 15/87)

And thereafter,

HE has also most Clearly and manifestly Informed us

about that Anticipated "SMOKE" and also of those FastApproaching "HEAVENLY REQUITALS" thereafter,
here in this case again now =44/1016

that we may immediately Warn all the Peoples/Nations, on earth, Worldwide,
and decisively Invite them to The One and Only GOD (=

ALLAH)

and to this ABSOLUTE TRUTH here, Urgently,
in this Final Age now)

in QURAN TESTAMENT above,
therein again (=15/85868788 ......... 99)!

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #489 on: August 19, 2016, 04:15:38 PM »

Posts: 623
Gender:

Quote from: HP_TECH on August 18, 2016, 10:50:16 PM

.............
I always hear there are 19 letters in Surah 1 ayaat 1, but I am not proficient in Arabic grammar
I count 18 can you help me by numbering how many letters for each word?
(1:1:1)

ﺱِﻡ
ْﺏ
ِ

bis'mi
In (the) name
P – prefixed preposition bi
N – genitive masculine noun

(1:1:2)

ﺍ ﻝﱠﻝِﻩ
llahi
(of) Allah,

PN – genitive proper noun → Allah

(1:1:3)

ٰﺍ ﻝﱠﺭْﺡ
َﻡِﻥ
lraḥ
māni
the Most Gracious,

(1:1:4)

ADJ – genitive masculine singular adjective

ِ ﻱِﻡ
ﺍ ﻝﱠﺭ ﺡ
lraḥ
īmi
the Most Merciful.

ADJ – genitive masculine singular adjective

Salaam/Peace be upon you, HP_TECH,
I have enlarged for you the size of all of those most Essential (Arabic) Words above,
and showed each (Arabic) Letters therein, separately/individually,
so that you can now easily and clearly count them, dear Brother/Friend, without any mistake, inshaALLAH.

Quote from: HP_TECH on August 18, 2016, 10:50:16 PM

.............
Is this called numerology?
.............

No, dear Brother/Friend,
this is Not a worthless numerology
(in which there can be found no clear Pattern/Principle and no perfect Coherence/Consistency, at all,)
but this is Absolutely a Priceless MIRACLE here,
(in which there can be witnessed an absolutely clear Pattern/Principle and an absolutely perfect Coherence/Consistency)
from the very beginning of it to the very end of it,

as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it in

"AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87),
from the very beginning of it to the very end of it, above.

So, here is a most Essential and important Information about
how we can clearly and unmistakably recognize
a "worthless numerology" and a "Priceless

MIRACLE"

here: http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608712.msg392324#msg392324

So my dear Brother/Friend, if you can clearly and unmistakably understand
just these Two Magnificent EXAMPLE:

"Basmalah" = "4 Words" MIRACLE
throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT (=1/1),
"AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE
in the very beginning of the QURAN TESTAMENT (=1/1),
as clearly presented above,

even if you cannot understand nothing other than these Two Magnificent EXAMPLES above,
(* our Lord ALLAH does not hold us responsible with what we cannot grasp,
as long as we are truthfully and sincerely devoted to HIM Alone =2/286 & 9/91 & 48/17 & .....)
it will perfectly suffice for you, and for all of us,
to clearly and unmistakably understand
the Fact that:
There is only One Real GOD (=ALLAH),
There is only One Authentic SCRIPTURE (=QURAN

TESTAMENT),

for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Peoples/Nations on Earth,
of all of Us,
here in this case (=QURAN

TESTAMENT 39/3335 = 74/2630, 3140)

in this Final Age now.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

Noon waalqalami
Advanced Truth Seeker

Posts: 1034

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #490 on: August 22, 2016, 08:49:11 PM »

Peace, which other chapters have exactly same consistent pattern? No need to answer, rhetorical question.
Too much camouflage with colors misleading simpleton stuff flip through combinations, hiding failed trails.
7654321
1
1234567
43 18 19 11 12 17 19
1
19 17 12 11 19 18 43
Not consistent! Also cheating by padding "0" to 836 to force it.
1 19 786 17 581 12 618 11 241 19 0836 18 1072 43 6009
1
6009 43 1072 18 0836 19 241 11 618 12 581 17 786 19
Perhaps try with my old friend Bahman (254050  ) ﺑﻬﻣﻥflip through combinations see what pops up.
1:1 4 19 26040 254050 13020084050 13020081040 102 97 329 289 817
Happy multiple hunting!

Logged

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #491 on: August 23, 2016, 05:38:05 AM »

math was awsome apart from the zero adding to 836 its not an honest approach ...
or add all the numbers with 0 in start then its acceptable
God bless you

Logged
Posts: 2134
Gender:

Wakas
Administrator
Wise One / Burnout

SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #492 on: August 24, 2016, 03:13:19 PM »
Quote from: Noon waalqalami on August 22, 2016, 08:49:11 PM

Not consistent! Also cheating by padding "0" to 836 to force it.
1 19 786 17 581 12 618 11 241 19 0836 18 1072 43 6009
1
6009 43 1072 18 0836 19 241 11 618 12 581 17 786 19

Posts: 10235
Gender:

I note member lastday3 has not responded to this yet.
Logged
All information in my posts is correct to the best of my knowledge only and thus should not be taken as a fact. One should seek knowledge and verify: 17:36, 20:114, 35:28, 49:6, 58:11. My articles
www.studyQuran.org

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #493 on: August 24, 2016, 06:44:39 PM »

Posts: 623
Gender:

Quote from: Wakas on August 24, 2016, 03:13:19 PM

I note member lastday3 has not responded to this yet.

Salaam/Peace Wakas,
I clearly see it, I will reply, in a few days, inshaALLAH.
By the way, happy to see you here,
the fact that you are wholeheartedly interested in

Miracle

19 and clearly following it

is in itself a Miracle to me, dear BrotherFriend!

May ALLAH bless all of us, Greatly. (=13/2829)

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged

And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

« Reply #494 on: August 25, 2016, 01:10:45 AM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on August 24, 2016, 06:44:39 PM

I clearly see it, I will reply, in a few days, inshaALLAH.

Posts: 2134
Gender:
Logged
SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)

Bahman
Wise One / Burnout

« Reply #495 on: August 25, 2016, 01:16:28 PM »
Quote from: Wakas on August 24, 2016, 03:13:19 PM
I note member lastday3 has not responded to this yet.

Peace
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9603452.msg292559#msg292559
Logged
Posts: 3363
Gender:

https://sites.google.com/site/followingparentsblindly/

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

« Reply #496 on: August 25, 2016, 02:05:00 PM »
Quote from: Bahman on August 25, 2016, 01:16:28 PM
Peace
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9603452.msg292559#msg292559

?

Posts: 2134
Gender:

i was thinking its the answer of missing zero .. in that post but i did not find it
Logged
SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.

Bahman
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #497 on: August 25, 2016, 02:39:21 PM »

Quote from: imrankhawaja on August 25, 2016, 02:05:00 PM
?

i was thinking its the answer of missing zero .. in that post but i did not find it

Posts: 3363
Gender:

There is no 0 in Rashad discovery
https://web.archive.org/web/20080511212930/http://y19.net/sura1.html
Logged
https://sites.google.com/site/followingparentsblindly/

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

« Reply #498 on: August 25, 2016, 03:21:12 PM »
Quote from: Bahman on August 25, 2016, 02:39:21 PM
There is no 0 in Rashad discovery
https://web.archive.org/web/20080511212930/http://y19.net/sura1.html

in the end of the page i find this
Posts: 2134
Gender:

THe mathematical representations above participates numerous extraordinary
mathematical phenomena to confirm all details of the five daily Contact Prayers
messenger was unaware about contact prayers...?

how much according to quran
Logged

SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

« Reply #499 on: August 25, 2016, 03:37:32 PM »

1 19, 17 1,2 11, 19 1,8 43 is a multiple of 19 by adding one in the start
the page you send me i just could not figure it out where this one come from ,, becoz the verse number he just write it in start only one why not all verse numbers added... or y just one
added in the numbers ... ?

Verse No

Posts: 2134
Gender:

No. of Letters

Gematrical Value

1

19

786

2
3
4
5
6
7

17
12
11
19
18
43

581
618
241
836
1072
6009

TOTAL

139

10143

why did not add all verses numbers ,, is it not another thing to get answer lol

Logged
SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #500 on: August 25, 2016, 03:41:58 PM »

6,009 ,43 1,072 ,18 8,36 1,9 24,1 11, 6,18 1,258,117,786,191
again same approach just adding in the end one... where are alll the other verses number gone... what type of interlocking is this... lol
Logged
SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.
Posts: 2134
Gender:

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Posts: 623
Gender:

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #501 on: August 25, 2016, 07:30:23 PM »

Salaam/Peace Imran,
those Works you are referring to and asking questions about in your previous posts
should be asked to their believers, in their own threads, or sites.
(*I do not believe or support those Works because I think
essentially, they profoundly lack basic Principle/Pattern and profoundly lack perfect Consistency/Coherence, from the very beginning.
But I have no intention to get into any discussion about it here; no derailment, please

)

So, I will reply to you, inshaALLAH, in a few days, with regard to your question related to this Topic here:
"AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)

So I will truly appreciate it, my dear Brother/Friend,
please, if you can remain patient just a little bit more.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #502 on: August 26, 2016, 04:34:02 AM »

peace lastday ,
i think u misunderstood me brother.. i do beleive there is a numbering code not fully but partially and i do agree it works on some places..but not on all ..
but what i ask is the confusion i have so i ask from the experts like you and bahman... some questions which i think its best to ask ..

the rest of the posts which are offtopic its not for you brother its for the link mr bahman provide me... i just ask is it a chapter number or a verse number they added as number 1 in start
and end... and whether its working on reversal mode as well or no?
so u dnt need to worry about other posts it was question from mr bhaman ...
as far your post i just ask about zero ... which mr bahman claimed u are contradicting with rk.. anyway
Posts: 2134
Gender:

take your time my brother...
God bless you..
Logged
SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #503 on: August 26, 2016, 01:54:21 PM »

Posts: 623
Gender:

Quote from: imrankhawaja on August 26, 2016, 04:34:02 AM

peace lastday ,
.........
the rest of the posts which are offtopic its not for you brother its for the link mr bahman provide me...
i just ask is it a chapter number or a verse number they added as number 1 in start and end... and whether its working on reversal mode as well or no?
so u dnt need to worry about other posts it was question from mr bhaman ...
as far your post i just ask about zero ... which mr bahman claimed u are contradicting with rk.. anyway
take your time my brother...
God bless you..

Salaam/Peace Imran,
Mr. Bahman and RK followers have plenty of threads of their own, even in this Forum, and also in their own Sites.
So, you can always visit their own threads and sites and ask them therein
whatever you may wish to ask them, my dear Brother/Friend.
As I clearly stated before:
I do not believe or support those Works (of dear fellow/friends Mr. Bahman and RK followers)
because I believe
essentially, they profoundly lack basic Principle/Pattern
and
profoundly lack perfect Consistency/Coherence, from the very beginning.
But I have no intention to get into any discussion about it here; no derailment, please
Even though I still strongly believe that RK (=Rashad Khalifa) was indeed a truthful Messenger sent by ALLAH,
but nonetheless, I can clearly see that in his Work there are plenty of "baseless and worthless numerology",
however, I strongly believe that this does Not make him a "liar" or "impostor" in no way, at all,

because Satan can interfere sometimes even into such a truthful Messenger's thoughts/utterances/works,
but our Lord ALLAH can Rightfully nullify them and Perfectly establishes The Truth thereafter. (=22/5254)
So here is an essential Topic that may truly help all of us, first of all,
how to clearly and unmistakably recognize
"a worthless numerology"

&

"A Priceless MIRACLE"

here: http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608712.msg392324#msg392324

Now I want to get back to the Main Topic here:

"AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)
and reply to your Question (immediately in the next post, inshaALLAH) with regard to those "extra zero" here (=0836),
is it (in Mathematical / Textual / Logical sense) a perfectly legitimate/lawful Action,
and Absolutely justified and RIGHT, or not?

May ALLAH bless you, and all of us, Greatly. (=13/2829)

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

HP_TECH
Truth Seeker

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #504 on: August 26, 2016, 02:13:33 PM »

Thank you for your reply I can clearly see there are 19 letters now.
I will if Allah wills investigate the link for discerning between baseless numerology and miracle pattern
I am so confused with all these numbers and I feel ashamed of my inability to comprehend the importance of the patterns shown. I always resort to the words in the Quran and I am unable
to understand what you are referring to as the seven pairs of al Fatiha. What are the pairs? What is doubled?
Logged

Posts: 654

ِﻲ
ِﻣ
ُﻣْﺳﻠ
َﻥْﺍﻟ
ِﻲِﻣ
ﱠﻧ
ِﻧ
ﺇ

Gender:

My Lord I repent to you for anything I uttered concerning You for which I have no knowledge of. Indeed You are the OftForgiving, Most Merciful

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #505 on: August 26, 2016, 04:53:44 PM »

Posts: 623
Gender:

Quote from: HP_TECH on August 26, 2016, 02:13:33 PM

Thank you for your reply I can clearly see there are 19 letters now.

Salaam/Peace HP_TECH,
Thank you, dear Brother/Friend, for truly and wholeheartedly making the effort to understand and appreciate
this most Essential and Important Phenomenon (=Miracle "19") in QURAN TESTAMENT,
for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Humanity,
for/in this Final Age now. (=74/2630, 3140)

Quote from: HP_TECH on August 26, 2016, 02:13:33 PM

...........
I am so confused with all these numbers and I feel ashamed of my inability to comprehend the importance of the patterns shown.
I always resort to the words in the Quran and I am unable to understand what you are referring to as the seven pairs of al Fatiha.
What are the pairs? What is doubled?

You don't need to excessively worry yourself about this, dear Brother/Friend,
because our Lord ALLAH does Not hold us responsible if we do not have enough "capacity (=in arabic: wusa) to comprehend something"
in any specific Issue (=2/286),
as long as we are always sincerely and wholeheartedly devoted to HIM Alone,
in this Rightful manner here:
=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/286 & 9/91 & 48/17 & .........

So, I will continue to clearly refer to and emphasize those "7 Pairs" of/in "AlFatihah"
in all of my following posts, inshaALLAH,
but if you still cannot clearly see and perfectly comprehend them, then don't worry about that (=2/286),
then I wholeheartedly recommend you to see
these most Fundamental and Important "7" MIRACLES of/in QURAN TESTAMENT,

1

Perfectly "114" Chapters & "6346" Verses in total in QURAN TESTAMENT =78/29 (1)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf042.html

2

Perfectly "114" Chapters & "6346" Verses in total in QURAN TESTAMENT =78/29 (2)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf043.html

3

Fundamental Miracle of "ODD" & "EVEN" in QURAN TESTAMENT right here now =89/35
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf040.html

4

Superbly "114" Chapters & "6234" Verses in total in QURAN TESTAMENT =78/29 (1)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf047.html

5

Superbly "114" Chapters & "6234" Verses in total in QURAN TESTAMENT =78/29 (2)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf048.html

6

AN AWESOME MIRACLE (1) / GOLDEN WORDS of/in QURAN TESTAMENT
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id99.html

7

(=1/1)

AN AWESOME MIRACLE (2) / GOLDEN LETTERS of/in QURAN TESTAMENT (=2/1)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id100.html

If you make a truthful and wholehearted effort to understand and appreciate

each of these most Fundamental and Important "7" MIRACLES of/in QURAN TESTAMENT above,
in your whole life here,
and finally, if you can clearly and unmistakably understand even just one of them, or ultimately all of them,
then even if you cannot understand nothing more than this (=2/286),
with regard to this "Phenomenon" here (=74/2630, 3140),
those most Fundamental and Important "7" MIRACLES above
may absolutely suffice for you (and for any one of us who is perfectly sane, understanding, honest, truthful, sensible, conscious HumanBeing),
to be among those Truthful Servants of ALLAH here (=56/78, 1012),
in Eternal Happiness and Everlasting Joy, here and in the Hereafter (=56/1526, 2738), forever, inshaALLAH.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

Bahman
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #506 on: August 27, 2016, 10:53:52 AM »
Quote from: imrankhawaja on August 25, 2016, 03:21:12 PM

in the end of the page i find this
THe mathematical representations above participates numerous extraordinary
mathematical phenomena to confirm all details of the five daily Contact Prayers

Posts: 3363

messenger was unaware about contact prayers...?

how much according to quran

Gender:

Peace
Cotact prayer has been one of the most dicussed issuea and yet many claims , my own search is another one but finally no matter how many times and sessions , the direction do not work
with global earth and now recent documentry clip proves tha Mekkah has been adeception for creating business and money
https://sites.google.com/site/ynineteen/home/pray
Logged
https://sites.google.com/site/followingparentsblindly/

Bahman
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #507 on: August 27, 2016, 11:26:22 AM »
Quote from: imrankhawaja on August 25, 2016, 03:41:58 PM
6,009 ,43 1,072 ,18 8,36 1,9 24,1 11, 6,18 1,258,117,786,191
again same approach just adding in the end one... where are alll the other verses number gone... what type of interlocking is this... lol

Posts: 3363
Gender:

Peace
Thank you for your point , that typing error
Chapter 1 has 19 letters start with 1 19 and reverse end 191
http://www.javascripter.net/math/calculators/100digitbigintcalculator.htm
Use mode to divivde

Logged
https://sites.google.com/site/followingparentsblindly/

Bahman
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #508 on: August 27, 2016, 11:48:13 AM »
Quote from: Bahman on August 27, 2016, 11:26:22 AM
Peace
Thank you for your point , that typing error
Chapter 1 has 19 letters start with 1 19 and reverse end 191
http://www.javascripter.net/math/calculators/100digitbigintcalculator.htm
Use mode to divivde

Posts: 3363
Gender:

You may watch this too .
I have advised all the time that before witnessing impossible imitation of code 19 ,... should refresh Interlock system, unfortunately many fall into such trap that anything is mutiple of 19
is Miracle without having any interlock which we see here how Last 3 days fell into such confusion and confusing truth seekers with his zig zag method and colors .
please read this file and see how such strong and rigid interlock protects just 19 letters. Prophet did not has computer knowledge but we have and Math. Dr.Eid Abdallah could find may
name works for Allah in same pattern ,his works proves that pattern was designed but no computer 1400 years ago

Logged
https://sites.google.com/site/followingparentsblindly/

Bahman
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #509 on: August 27, 2016, 12:08:55 PM »
Quote from: HP_TECH on August 26, 2016, 02:13:33 PM
Thank you for your reply I can clearly see there are 19 letters now.
I will if Allah wills investigate the link for discerning between baseless numerology and miracle pattern
I am so confused with all these numbers and I feel ashamed of my inability to comprehend the importance of the patterns shown. I always resort to the words in the Quran and I am unable to understand what you are
referring to as the seven pairs of al Fatiha. What are the pairs? What is doubled?

Posts: 3363
Gender:
Quote from: Noon waalqalami on August 22, 2016, 08:49:11 PM
Too much camouflage with colors misleading simpleton stuff flip through combinations, hiding failed trails.

me too
He is tarnishing code by his wrong method and his own innovation, Maay God guide him to straight path and stay away from God's miracle . there has been more complain in past anf 2
figure review shows how members are interested , but still he is abotaging this section with his none sense , hope he understands interlock and
Refuge into God Avoiding Satan
Logged
https://sites.google.com/site/followingparentsblindly/

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #510 on: August 27, 2016, 02:16:32 PM »

SalaamPeace to all brothers/sisters,
Posts: 623
Gender:

first of all, a Reminder from my last post above:

Quote from: LastDay3 on August 26, 2016, 01:54:21 PM

Salaam/Peace Imran,
Mr. Bahman and RK followers have plenty of threads of their own, even in this Forum, and also in their own Sites.
So, you can always visit their own threads and sites and ask them therein
whatever you may wish to ask them, my dear Brother/Friend.
As I clearly stated before:
I do not believe and do not support those Works (of dear fellow/friends Mr. Bahman and RK followers)
because I believe
essentially, they profoundly lack basic Principle/Pattern
and
profoundly lack perfect Consistency/Coherence, from the very beginning.
But I have no intention to get into any discussion about it here; no derailment, please
..............
So here is an essential Topic that may truly help all of us, first of all,
how to clearly and unmistakably recognize
"a worthless numerology"

&

"A Priceless MIRACLE"

here: http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608712.msg392324#msg392324

Now I want to get back to the Main Topic here:
"AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)
and reply to your Question (immediately in the next post, inshaALLAH) with regard to those "extra zero" here (=0836),
is it (in Mathematical / Textual / Logical sense) a perfectly legitimate/lawful Action,
and Absolutely justified and RIGHT, or not?

May

ALLAH bless you, and all of us, Greatly. (=13/2829)

Remain in peace/salaam.

So dear all Friends/Members of this Forum, please, do not reply anything here,
till you can clearly see my next reply, soon, inshaALLAH.
And dear Admins/Mods (=dear Wakas here, first of all), please, do not let here, from now on,
any unconnected/irrelevant/unrelated comment which may inevitably derail this Topic here.

So let us all clearly remember again what the Main Topic here is:

"AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)
Thank you very much to All.
May ALLAH bless All of Us, Greatly. (39/18 = 3335)

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #511 on: August 28, 2016, 04:54:43 AM »
Quote from: Bahman on August 27, 2016, 11:26:22 AM
Peace
Thank you for your point , that typing error
Chapter 1 has 19 letters start with 1 19 and reverse end 191
http://www.javascripter.net/math/calculators/100digitbigintcalculator.htm
Use mode to divivde

Posts: 2134
Gender:

last week i was searching for the that type of calculator ,i did not really find at that time and thanx for it ..can you please tell me how to use the mod button for making results into fractions
... i could not properly grasp it or been lazy for saving time lol
Logged
SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.

Bahman
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = Att.: Dr.Eid Abdallah
« Reply #512 on: August 28, 2016, 02:27:35 PM »
Quote from: imrankhawaja on August 28, 2016, 04:54:43 AM
last week i was searching for the that type of calculator ,i did not really find at that time and thanx for it ..can you please tell me how to use the mod button for making results into fractions ... i could not properly grasp it
or been lazy for saving time lol

Peace
Dr Eid Abdallah. coul be best to explain it to you.
Posts: 3363

Logged

Gender:
https://sites.google.com/site/followingparentsblindly/

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = Att.: Dr.Eid Abdallah
« Reply #513 on: August 28, 2016, 02:44:19 PM »
Quote from: Bahman on August 28, 2016, 02:27:35 PM
Peace
Dr Eid Abdallah. coul be best to explain it to you.

who is he

Logged
SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.

Posts: 2134
Gender:

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #514 on: August 28, 2016, 03:47:17 PM »

Posts: 623
Gender:

Quote from: LastDay3 on August 27, 2016, 02:16:32 PM

............
So dear all Friends/Members of this Forum, please, do not reply anything here,
till you can clearly see my next reply, soon, inshaALLAH.
And dear Admins/Mods (=dear Wakas here, first of all), please, do not let here, from now on,
any unconnected/irrelevant/unrelated comment which may inevitably derail this Topic here.

So let us all clearly remember again what the Main Topic here is:

"AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)
Thank you very much to All.
May

ALLAH bless All of Us, Greatly. (39/18 = 3335)

Remain in peace/salaam.

Salaam/Peace Imran,
I think you have not seen my previous Message above, my dear Brother/Friend,
so I sincerely recommend you, please, contact mr. Bahman (through "personal messaging" or in one of his threads)
and directly get the answers to your questions from him there.
Because those questions you are asking in your previous posts above
are totally unrelated/irrelevant/unconnected to this Topic here.
Thank you very much, for your understanding, my dear Brother/Friend.
Tomorrow, inshaALLAH, I will reply here.
And we will continue, truthfully and wholeheartedly, in search of The TRUTH here.

Remain in peace/salaam.

Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)

Noon waalqalami
Advanced Truth Seeker

Posts: 1034

« Reply #515 on: August 28, 2016, 09:20:34 PM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on August 26, 2016, 01:54:21 PM
...because I believe
essentially, they profoundly lack basic Principle/Pattern
and
profoundly lack perfect Consistency/Coherence, from the very beginning.

Quote from: LastDay3 on August 26, 2016, 04:53:44 PM

1

Perfectly "114" Chapters & "

4

Superbly "114" Chapters & "

6346" Verses in total in QURAN TESTAMENT =78/29 (1)

6234" Verses in total in QURAN TESTAMENT =78/29 (1)

Peace, how perfectly consistent and which do you consistently apply 6346 or 6234?
Likewise earliest Qur'an initials were counted together as single verse...
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9607061.msg394207#msg394207
19:1  ﻛﻬﯩﻌﺹKaaf Ha Ya Ain Sad (together with) 19:2  ﺫﻛﺭremembrance  ﺭﺣﻣﺕmercy  ﺭﺑﻙlord your  ﻋﺑﺩﻩdevotee his  ﺯﻛﺭﯩﺎZakariyya
20:1  ﻁﻪta ha (together with) 20:2  ﻣﺎnot  ﺍﻧﺯﻟﻧﺎdescended we of  ﻋﻠﯩﻙupon you  ﺍﻟﻘﺭﺍﻥthe Qur’an  ﻟﺗﺷﻘﻰthat thou agonize
26:1  ﻁﺳﻡta seen mim (together with) 26:2  ﺗﻠﻙthose  ﺍﯩﺎﺕsigns  ﺍﻟﻛﺗﺎﺏthe book  ﺍﻟﻣﺑﯩﻥthe clear
28:1  ﻁﺳﻡta seen mim (together with) 28:2  ﺗﻠﻙthose  ﺍﯩﺎﺕsigns  ﺍﻟﻛﺗﺎﺏthe book  ﺍﻟﻣﺑﯩﻥthe clear
29:1  ﺍﻟﻡalif lam meem (together with) 29:2  ﺍﺣﺳﺏdo calculate/figure  ﺍﻟﻧﺎﺱthe humankind  ﺍﻥthat  ﯩﺗﺭﻛﻭﺍleft they of  ﺍﻥthat  ﯩﻘﻭﻟﻭﺍspeak they of  ﺍﻣﻧﺎbelieve we  ﻭﻫﻡand they  ﻻnot  ﯩﻔﺗﻧﻭﻥtested being
30:1  ﺍﻟﻡalif lam meem (together with) 30:2  ﻏﻠﺑﺕoverpowered  ﺍﻟﺭﻭﻡthe Romans
31:1  ﺍﻟﻡalif lam meem (together with) 31:2  ﺗﻠﻙthose  ﺍﯩﺎﺕsigns  ﺍﻟﻛﺗﺎﺏthe book  ﺍﻟﺣﻛﯩﻡthe wise
32:1  ﺍﻟﻡalif lam meem (together with) 32:2  ﺗﻧﺯﯩﻝrevelation  ﺍﻟﻛﺗﺎﺏthe book  ﻻnot  ﺭﯩﺏdoubt  ﻓﯩﻪin it  ﻣﻥfrom  ﺭﺏlord  ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻟﻣﯩﻥthe creations
36:1  ﯩﺱya seen (together with) 36:2  ﻭﺍﻟﻘﺭﺍﻥand the Qur’an  ﺍﻟﺣﻛﯩﻡthe wise
Likewise single verse split into two separate verses...
27:44  ﻗﯩﻝsaid  ﻟﻬﺎto her  ﺍﺩﺧﻠﻰenter mine  ﺍﻟﺻﺭﺡthe palace  ﻓﻠﻣﺎso when  ﺭﺍﺗﻪsaw she it  ﺣﺳﺑﺗﻪthought she it  ﻟﺟﻪpool  ﻭﻛﺷﻔﺕand uncovered she  ﻋﻥabout  ﺳﺎﻗﯩﻬﺎshins dual hers  ﻗﺎﻝsaid  ﺍﻧﻪsurely it ﺻﺭﺡ
palace  ﻣﻣﺭﺩsmooth  ﻣﻥfrom  ﻗﻭﺍﺭﯩﺭglass/crystal (MA VI 165 start new verse)  ﻗﺎﻟﺕsaid (f)  ﺭﺏlord  ﺍﻧﻰsurely I  ﻅﻠﻣﺕwronged I  ﻧﻔﺳﻰsoul mine/myself  ﻭﺍﺳﻠﻣﺕand submit I  ﻣﻊwith ﺳﻠﯩﻣﺎﻥ
Sulaiman/Solomon 뤀䨄 to god  ﺭﺏlord  ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻟﻣﯩﻥthe creations
Quote from: imrankhawaja on August 28, 2016, 04:54:43 AM
last week i was searching for the that type of calculator ,i did not really find at that time and thanx for it ..can you please tell me how to use the mod button for making results into fractions ... i could not properly grasp it
or been lazy for saving time lol

http://www.javascripter.net/math/calculators/100digitbigintcalculator.htm
x = long number of digits
y = 19 (or whatever number to divide x)

click "mod" gives remainder of division x/y
if ans = "0" it is multiple else not multiple
E.g. Lastday padded 1 at beginning and 0 to 836 to change number "make it" multiple...
1 19 786 17 581 12 618 11 241 19 0836 18 1072 43 6009
1
6009 43 1072 18 0836 19 241 11 618 12 581 17 786 19
ans = 0 hence multiple

19 786 17 581 12 618 11 241 19 836 18 1072 43 6009
1
6009 43 1072 18 836 19 241 11 618 12 581 17 786 19
ans = 15 not multiple

Logged

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

« Reply #516 on: August 29, 2016, 03:03:20 PM »

Posts: 623
Gender:

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on August 28, 2016, 09:20:34 PM

Peace, how perfectly consistent and which do you consistently apply 6346 or 6234?

They are perfectly Consistent when we legitimately include all unnumbered "Basmalahs" (=112)
into the total Number of Verses (=6234),
in the Whole QURAN TESTAMENT, here:

112 + 6234 = "6346"
1

Perfectly "114" Chapters & "6346" Verses in total in QURAN TESTAMENT =78/29 (1)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf042.html

2

Perfectly "114" Chapters & "6346" Verses in total in QURAN TESTAMENT =78/29 (2)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf043.html
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Complementary manner above,

And then

They are also perfectly Consistent when we legitimately exclude all unnumbered "Basmalahs" (=112)
from the total Number of Verses (=6346),
in the Whole QURAN TESTAMENT, here:

6346  112 = "6234"
1

Superbly "114" Chapters & "6234" Verses in total in QURAN TESTAMENT =78/29 (1)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf047.html

2

Superbly "114" Chapters & "6234" Verses in total in QURAN TESTAMENT =78/29 (2)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf048.html

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Complementary manner again above.

Only our Lord

ALLAH could Design it in "Both Ways" above,

in such an Absolutely Perfect and Superbly Excellent MANNER above,
no one else!
=QURAN

TESTAMENT 17/88 = 112/14

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on August 28, 2016, 09:20:34 PM

Likewise earliest Qur'an initials were counted together as single verse...
.........
Likewise single verse split into two separate verses...

You should not get yourself confused, dear brother/friend,
with such various old manuscripts from various places,
beacuse:
Here, this is the GOLDEN TEXT of QURAN TESTAMENT,
absolutely and perfectly approved by our Lord

ALLAH

and clearly prophesied and fully supported by Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him),
here:

The Awesome Prophecies of Prophet Muhammad
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id183.html
for all Humanity, in this Final Age,
here now:

QURAN TESTAMENT (In Modern/Universal Arabic Language)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id173.html

QURAN TESTAMENT (English Translation)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id165.html

Each and every of those "19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"
here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/Forum.html
are always and only based on that GOLDEN TEXT of QURAN TESTAMENT (In Modern/Universal Arabic Language) above,
for all Generations that will come to this World and clearly and unmistakably witness it, with their own minds & heart,
till the Resurrection Day, inshaALLAH.
So, if you have any question or objection here, you should do it based on that GOLDEN TEXT above, dear brother/friend Noon,
but if you do not and will not accept it, then please, do not waste your time and my time here by bringing up various old manuscripts (which are
totally invalid in this respect) from various places.

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on August 28, 2016, 09:20:34 PM

http://www.javascripter.net/math/calculators/100digitbigintcalculator.htm
x = long number of digits
y = 19 (or whatever number to divide x)
click "mod" gives remainder of division x/y
if ans = "0" it is multiple else not multiple
E.g. Lastday padded 1 at beginning and 0 to 836 to change number "make it" multiple...
1 19 786 17 581 12 618 11 241 19 0836 18 1072 43 6009
1
6009 43 1072 18 0836 19 241 11 618 12 581 17 786 19
ans = 0 hence multiple

19 786 17 581 12 618 11 241 19 836 18 1072 43 6009
1
6009 43 1072 18 836 19 241 11 618 12 581 17 786 19
ans = 15 not multiple

I will reply to your such utterly unjustifiable/irrational/unreasonable objections,
immediately in my next post, inshaALLAH, dear brother/friend, Noon.

Remain in peace/salaam.

Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #517 on: August 29, 2016, 03:35:44 PM »

Posts: 623
Gender:

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on August 22, 2016, 08:49:11 PM

Peace, which other Chapters (=i.e. which Chapter other than "AlFatihah") have exactly same consistent pattern?
No need to answer, rhetorical question.

Salaam/Peace Noon,
No, I believe it is actually a very good question which should absolutely be asked by all truthful Believers,
and clearly be answered.
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) has seen and already answered it,
in the best manner,
by the Immense Grace of ALLAH unto Him,
even from 14 centuries ago,

here thus:
====================
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said to one of his friends (=Ubayy ibn Kab) therein:
"I hope that you will not leave the Mosque

a Sura that ALLAH has Not sent down the like/equivalent of it
in the Torah nor in the Gospel nor in the Quran."
until you know

______________________________________________________________________
*So we will Not find anything like/equivalent of it,
in the Torah, nor in the Gospel, nor in the Quran, first of all,
nor in any other "Book" in the world,

(*So, I strongly believe that, also and especially for this reason
"Chapter 1 = AlFatihah" is exclusively placed, by the Commandment of our Lord

ALLAH,

in the very beginning of QURAN TESTAMENT,
thus totally "special/distinct/separate" in this respect than all of those
other short "Chapters" (=i.e. with less than 10 Verses in total)
which are all perfectly placed, by the Commandment of our Lord

ALLAH,

in the very end of QURAN TESTAMENT therein.)

so, if you can ever find the like/equivalent of it, let me clearly see and verify it, first of all, dear brother/friend Noon,
I promise you I will stop reflecting on Code 19, if you can ever do this!

You have unlimited time and can also seek help from whomever you wish (*even in this forum there are some dear fellowfriends
who claim to have good connections to many super intelligent "aliens"
you can freely seek help also from them, if they can ever help you.

in Sirius and even beyond

),

17/88

=

But you should not come up with baseless and worthless numerology here (to waste your time and my time, in vain,
I will never reply if you come up with baseless and worthless numerology in which there is
no basic Principle/Pattern and no perfect Consistency/Coherence, at all,
which is unfortunately what you always came up with in all of your previous arguments,)
because first of all, you should clearly see that
there are two Parts in that
most Superb and matchless "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) above,
first Part
consists of "4" Most MIRACULOUS Facts one after the other, here:
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608786.msg393809#msg393809
second Part consists of "4" Most MIRACULOUS Facts one after the other, here:
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608786.msg393810#msg393810
with such an excellent basic Principle/Pattern and such a magnificent perfect Consistency/Coherence, above.
If you still cannot clearly see and totally comprehend it, please, go your way, (do not waste your time and my time, in vain, here)

may ALLAH forgive and bless you Abundantly in your own way then,
here in this case now (=2/286 & 9/91 & 48/17).
______________________________________________________________________

Ubayy said: "I began to slow down my pace in the hope of (learning of) that (one and only Sura).
Then I said: "Messenger of ALLAH, the Sura you promised me!"
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) therein said: What do you recite when you begin the Prayer?
I recited the Fatihah (Sura 1) until I came to the end of it,
and Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
It is this Sura = Fatihah (Sura 1) which is the

"Seven"

(as/in)

"Pairs"

(=al"Sabu" al"Mathaani")

and (thus) the Great Quran (=Reading) which I am granted (by ALLAH).
from Muwatta Malik, Book 3, Hadith 186
====================

========================================================================
as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above:
=Fatihah (Sura 1) which specifically comes as

"Seven"

(as/in)

"Pairs"

(=al"Sabu" al"Mathaani")

on our "19" coded, most Superb and matchless Tables above,
in this Final Age now, therein thus:

Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse

Sura
No.

Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

^

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<
<

<

<

^

>

>

<

<

^

>

>

>

>

>
>

>
>

>
>

========================================================================

Quote from: imrankhawaja on August 23, 2016, 05:38:05 AM

math was awsome apart from the zero adding to 836 its not an honest approach ...
or add all the numbers with 0 in start then its acceptable
God bless you

Salaam/Peace Imran,

In my understanding, it is the most honest, straightforward and perfect Approach, my dear Brother/Friend,
because first of all,
we have thus rightfully taken these
most specific exclusive
Number of "Letters" =(19 =19x...) and their total "Gematrical Values" =(836 =19x...)
legitimately and rightfully, in this exclusive manner: (=19

0836),

in other words,
this is the only time wherein both of these numbers are thus
perfect Multiples (=19x...) therein, first of all:
=19

0836

=19x...

=19x...

there is no other such numbers in the whole Chapter, so it is absolutely exclusive in this respect,
so we can rightfully place that extra zero only and exclusively here,
for/in both of these final two Cases, above:

......................................................................

19 0836 18 1072 43 6009

>
6009 43 1072 18 0836 19

<

<

>

>

......................................................................

<

So now, please, look at and clearly see that
all of those Number of Letters,
consist of exact same number of digits (=i.e. twodigits) above,
for/on both sides above,
here thus:

......................................................................

19 ____ 18 ____ 43 ____

>
____ 43 ____ 18 ____ 19

<

<

>

>

......................................................................

<

And thereafter,
now please, look at and clearly see that
all of those Gematrical Values
also consist of exact same number of digits (=i.e. fourdigits) in this specific manner above,
for/on both sides above, again,
here thus:

......................................................................

__ 0836 __ 1072 __ 6009

>
6009 __ 1072 __ 0836 __

<

<

>

>

......................................................................

<

And this absolutely perfect Phenomenon above

is totally Valid also for/in those other (left & right) sides = (...........................) of those two Cases above.
(*So you can clearly check it out and see it here
yourself: http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608786.msg393810#msg393810)

So, in Conclusion,
in (Mathematical / Textual / Logical) aspects,
what could be more Lawful/Legitimate and more Coherent/Consistent and more Perfect/Excellent
than this absolutely most Superb and matchless MIRACLE above?

AllPRAISE is to

ALLAH!

=QURAN TESTAMENT

25/7376 = 32/1517

=QURAN TESTAMENT

2/99 = 29/47, 49

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

Noon waalqalami
Advanced Truth Seeker

Posts: 1034

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #518 on: August 29, 2016, 07:16:25 PM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on August 29, 2016, 03:35:44 PM
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said to one of his friends (=Ubayy ibn Kab) therein:

Peace  too much time coloring; difficult to quote; what else did Ubayy ibn Kab supposedly say, chapters missing?
LastDay3
"They are perfectly Consistent when we legitimately include all unnumbered "Basmalahs" (=112)
into the total Number of Verses (=6234)
They are also perfectly Consistent when we legitimately exclude all unnumbered "Basmalahs" (=112)
from the total Number of Verses (=6346)"
Then revisit every post in every thread and include then exclude; should all be multiples, right?
LastDay3
"only based on that GOLDEN TEXT of QURAN TESTAMENT (In Modern/Universal Arabic Language) above"
You posted a really bad translation especially evident chapter 4 kalala case.
LastDay3
"also consist of exact same number of digits (=i.e. fourdigits)
0836 1072 6009
6009 1072 0836"
Above is still not multiple inconsistently added "1" at beginning ...
1 19 786 17 581 12 618 11 241 19 0836 18 1072 43 6009
1

6009 43 1072 18 0836 19 241 11 618 12 581 17 786 19
Did you not post this earlier, why no "0" make it consistent 4 digits?
6052 1090 855 252 630 598 805
1
805 598 630 252 855 1090 6052

LastDay3
"You should not get yourself confused, dear brother/friend,
with such various old manuscripts from various places"
Not confused, it's my favorite book, earliest known, consistent with today's text, and appropriately starts with ...
17:36  ﻭﻻand not  ﺗﻘﻑpursue  ﻣﺎwhat  ﻟﯩﺱnot is  ﻟﻙto you  ﺑﻪin it  ﻋﻠﻡknowledge  ﺍﻥsurely  ﺍﻟﺳﻣﻊthe hearing  ﻭﺍﻟﺑﺻﺭand the sight  ﻭﺍﻟﻔﻭﺍﺩand the heart  ﻛﻝeach  ﺍﻭﻟﯩﻙsurely those  ﻛﺎﻥbe  ﻋﻧﻪabout it ﻣﺳﯩﻭﻻ
questioned of

Logged

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)

« Reply #519 on: August 30, 2016, 12:59:12 PM »

Posts: 623
Gender:

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on August 29, 2016, 07:16:25 PM

Peace  too much time coloring; difficult to quote; what else did Ubayy ibn Kab supposedly say, chapters missing?

Salaam/Peace Noon,
This most miraculous Hadith of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) here:
Quote

====================
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said to one of his friends (=Ubayy ibn Kab) therein:
"I hope that you will not leave the Mosque

a Sura that ALLAH has Not sent down the like/equivalent of it
in the Torah nor in the Gospel nor in the Quran."
until you know

Ubayy said: "I began to slow down my pace in the hope of (learning of) that (one and only Sura).
Then I said: "Messenger of

ALLAH, the Sura you promised me!"

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) therein said: What do you recite when you begin the Prayer?
I recited the Fatihah (Sura 1) until I came to the end of it,
and Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
It is this Sura = Fatihah (Sura 1) which is the

"Seven"

(as/in)

and (thus) the Great Quran (=Reading) which I am granted (by

"Pairs"

(=al"Sabu " al"Mathaani")

ALLAH).

from Muwatta Malik, Book 3, Hadith 186
====================

this most miraculous Hadith is clearly recorded (not only in Muwatta above)
but also in other most authentic and credible Sources in this respect, first of all.
And thereafter, we should also absolutely pay attention now
to these most miraculous Facts
with regard to these straightforward and clear instructions/narrations of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) in his lifetime,
here:
====================
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) traveled on a journey and he prayed two Rakah for 19 days.
Ibn Abbas said: So when we would stay somewhere for 19 days we would pray two Rakah,
and if we stayed longer than that we would complete the Salat.
from Tirmidhi, Book 6, Hadith 6
====================
And then, this is the most commonly followed "Fard Rakahs" and "Sunnah Rakahs" of Daily 5 Prayers,

as it is perfectly taught by Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him), by the Great Blessing of ALLAH unto him therein,
to his Nation (=Children of Ishmael, in Makkah and Arabia =2/127129) therein:
"Fard Rakahs"

"Sunnah Rakahs"

Morning/Fajr Prayer:

2

2

in this specific order > 2

Noon/Zuhr Prayer:

4

6

in this specific order >

4 then 2

Afternoon/Asr Prayer:

4

4

in this specific order >

4

Evening/Maghrib Prayer:

3

2

in this specific order >

2

Night/Isha Prayer:

4

9

in this specific order >

4 then 2 then 3

So here they are:
"Fard Rakahs"

"Sunnah Rakahs"

2 4 4 3 4

2 6 4 2 9

19

=

x...

19

=

x...

And then, here they are again,
also in those specific orders >
which are rightfully emphasized on that right side above:
"Fard Rakahs"
2 4 4 3 4

19

=

x...

"Sunnah Rakahs"
2 4 2 4 2 4 2 3

19

=

x...

And thereafter,
====================
It was asked to Zaid B. Arqam: How many Expeditions did Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) undertake?
He said: Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) undertook 19 Expeditions.
from Sahih Muslim, Book 32, Hadith 174
Ibn Abbas spent a night in the house of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him), and he said:
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) made supplication before ALLAH on that Night in

19 Words.

from Sahih Muslim, Book 6, Hadith 225
Abu Mahdhurah reported that Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) taught him

19 Statements for/in Adhan (=Call to Prayer).

from Abu Dawud, Book 2, Hadith 112
====================
So, all these perfect Examples above most Miraculously, clearly and unmistakably indicates that
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) was well aware of the importance of Number

19,

by the Great Blessing of ALLAH unto him, even from the very beginning, therein.
So, he was also well aware of the Fact that our Lord

ALLAH would perfectly Guide (in Arabic: Yahdee)

all Peoples of the World, by this Miracle 19, in this Final Age now,
as it is perfectly foretold and emphasized in QURAN therein, in the first place (=Sura Muddaththir, Verse No. 3031),

thereby, Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) thus also clearly and unmistakably foretold about
his long awaited and anticipated Descendant (=i.e. this "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" for/in this Final Age now)
and rightfully named him as GuidedOne (in Arabic: Mahdee)
(because he would thus be GuidedOne (in Arabic: Mahdee), by the Great Blessing of ALLAH unto all Humanity,
by this Miracle 19, in this Final Age now, as it is perfectly foretold and emphasized in QURAN therein,
in the first place (=Sura Muddaththir, Verse No. 3031)

as it has most clearly and unmistakably foretold in his most miraculous Hadith, therein:

continues in the next post
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====================
Ali, (the blessed Follower and also the SonInLaw of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him), looked at his son "Hasan" (=i.e.
grandSon of Prophet Muhammad) therein, and said:
This my Son is a NobleOne (=Sayyid) as Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) named him thus.
So, from his progeny there shall come a "Man" (=i.e. Prophet Muhammad's long awaited and anticipated Mahdee Descendant above),
who will be named by the Name of the Prophet (Peace be upon Him).
And he will be similar to Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) with regard to QURANIC Text/Attitude (=Khuluq),
.........
And thus he will fill the Earth with Justice.
from Abu Dawud, Book 1, Hadith 4290
====================

Hence, this "QURAN TESTAMENT" which is rightfully and perfectly dictated and taught by our Lord

ALLAH,

in modern/universal Arabic Language,
unto Prophet Muhammad's (Peace be upon Him) long awaited and anticipated Mahdee Descendant,
for all Nations/Peoples of the World, in this Final Age now,
is thus essentially similar to the "QURAN" (as it is thus strongly emphasized in the above Hadith)
which was rightfully and perfectly dictated and taught by our Lord

ALLAH,

in classic/regional Arabic Language,
unto Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) therein specifically for his Nation/People (=Children of Ishmael, in Makkah and Arabia
therein =Baqarah 127129).

As it is most clearly and straightforwardly emphasized in my previous post,
therein thus:

Quote from: LastDay3 on August 29, 2016, 03:03:20 PM

.........
So here, this is the GOLDEN TEXT of QURAN TESTAMENT,
absolutely and perfectly approved by our Lord ALLAH
and clearly prophesied and fully supported by Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him),
here:

The Awesome Prophecies of Prophet Muhammad
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id183.html
for all Nations/Peoples of the World, in this Final Age,
here now:

QURAN TESTAMENT (In Modern/Universal Arabic Language)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id173.html

QURAN TESTAMENT (English Translation)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id165.html

Each and every of those
here:

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"

http://www.19covenant19.com/Forum.html
are always and only based on that GOLDEN TEXT of QURAN TESTAMENT (In Modern/Universal Arabic Language) above,
for all Generations that will come to this World and clearly and unmistakably witness it, with their own minds & heart,
till the Resurrection Day, inshaALLAH.

And so, this is
how this long awaited and anticipated Mahdee Descendant of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) above
had clearly and unmistakably been revealed to Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) also in the QURAN therein,
in the very first place:
====================
81

ALLAH took the Covenant (=Meesaq) of the Prophets, (saying):

When I gave you the Scripture and the Wisdom, then a "Messenger" (=i.e. this long awaited and
anticipated Mahdee Descendant of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) above)
will come to you, confirming/fulfilling what is with you,
so you shall certainly "believe" in him, and you shall certainly "support" him! ........
7 We took from the Prophets their Covenant (=Meesaq)
(as it is clearly emphasized in the above Verse, in the first place)
from you (O Muhammad), and from Noah, and Abraham, and Moses, and Jesus, the Son of Mary;
And

We (thus) took from (all of) them (above) a solemn Covenant (=Meesaq).

8 So that
and

HE will surely question the truthfulones about their truthfulness (in this regard above),

HE has prepared for the "disbelievers" a painful Retribution.

QURAN, Sura Ali Imran 81 = Ahzab 78
====================

Please, absolutely note that
these (exact "opposite") key words at the end of those Verses above
"believe" in him (="latuminunna" bihi)

X

"disbelievers" (="kafireen")

is another perfect Proof above
which clearly and unmistakably shows that
these second Verses above (=Ahzab 78) are the Perfect Explanation (=Bayaanahu)
by our Lord

ALLAH (due to th爀瀀s Clear Instruct爀瀀on here, 爀瀀n Sura Q爀瀀yamah 1819) 

of that same "Covenant" (="Meesaq")
emphasized in those first Verses above (=Ali Imran 8182)!

So then, the most important Question we must ask here
should be:
How will Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) strongly believe in and fully support
this "Messenger" (=i.e. his long awaited and anticipated Mahdee Descendant above) now,
due to that Covenant (=Meesaq) he has already earnestly promised to

ALLAH,

in the very beginning,
as we have clearly witnessed it in these crystal clear Verses above (=QURAN, Sura Ali Imran 81 = Ahzab 78).
Here is the most clear and unmistakable Answer:
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) has already strongly believed in and will fully support
this "Messenger" (=i.e. his long awaited and anticipated Mahdee Descendant above) now,
by all of his most miraculous Hadith which are perfectly "19" coded
(including that most specific Hadith directly related to "AlFatihah" at the very beginning of previous post above)
for/in this Final Age now!

So finally, we can also clearly and unmistakably witness
the strong Belief and full Support of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)
unto his long awaited and anticipated Mahdee Descendant above,
all here:

The Awesome Prophecies of Prophet Muhammad
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id183.html

Remain in peace/salaam.

______________________________________________
* all Members of this Forum, dear Brothers/Sisters,
please, do not reply here,
till I post my next reply, soon, inshaALLAH,
because it is not finished yet,
so after I post my next reply, as soon as possible,
you will have plenty of time, inshaALLAH,
if you have any objection or question,
you can reply then as much as you want.
Thank you very much for your understanding and patience.
______________________________________________
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And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....
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Posts: 2134
Gender:

"Sunnah Rakahs"

Morning/Fajr Prayer:

2

2

in this specific order >

2

Noon/Zuhr Prayer:

4

6

in this specific order >

4 then 2

Afternoon/Asr Prayer:

4

4

in this specific order >

Evening/Maghrib Prayer:
Night/Isha Prayer:

3

2
4

in this specific order >
9

in this specific order >

4
2
4 then 2 then 3

So here they are:
"Fard Rakahs"
2 4 4 3 4

19

=

x...

"Sunnah Rakahs"
2 6 4 2 9

19

=

x...

And then, here they are again,
also in those specific orders >
which are rightfully emphasized on that right side above:
"Fard Rakahs"
2 4 4 3 4

19

=

x...

"Sunnah Rakahs"
2 4 2 4 2 4 2 3

19

=

x...

And thereafter,

peace brother.. lastday..
i did not read all the post by you ... while i was reading a reply to my post .. i just look in to the contact prayer timings rk applied different appraoch and u are applying a different approach..
but again..

17 not 19
sunnar rakat 2+6+4+2+9= 23 not 19
fard rakat 2+4+4+3+4=

rest of the things i will ask later i m busy now a days with my family ...
and another thing if u applied this by all the numbers(24434 26429 why miss the nawafil in it... add them as well
like 2 of zuhur. 2 of magrib. and 4 of isha... interestingly the ideology of witer what you put there in sunnat its not a sunnat whatsoever its called witar and the ratio should be from 1 or 3

or 5... whereas one is wittar 2 and four are adding nawafil in it... so honest approoach towards last prayer should be like this...
26426 in case we consider wittar as sepearate catagory from sunnat...
if we consider it in a catagory of wittar then its one two are nawafil in in so it should be like this 26427
or if we consider it as a catagory of sunnat ibadat then .. how many which book you are following some claim its one some claim its 3...
now here you really have a breakdown in coding ... all over...
i now all this becoz traditions is in our roots ...lol...

Logged
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55:55.
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Did you not post this earlier, why no "0" (here)
make it consistent 4 digits?
6052 1090 855 252 630 598 805
1
805 598 630 252 855 1090 6052

Salaam/Peace Noon,
I think this is the only "valid question" you have rightfully asked above,
(I believe every truthful Believer should/must ask and perfectly see the clear Answer, in this respect,
by the Immense Grace of ALLAH unto all of us)
and I believe all of your other questions or objections have already clearly been answered in my previous post,
dear Brother/Friend.
So, here is the Perfect Answer to your Valid Question above:

Quote from: LastDay3 on August 18, 2016, 09:48:00 PM

Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters

Chapter
No.

Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters

43

18

19

11

12

17

19

1

19

17

12

11

19

18

43

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

^

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

and then

Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters

Chapter
No.

Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters

+

+

+

+

+

+

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

6052 1090 855

252

630 598

805
<

<

<

<

<

<

+

<

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

1

805

598

630

252

855 1090 6052

^

>

>

>

>

>

G.Vls.

>

>

Here because that those "Letters" (for/in that first Case above)
and then
those "Letters + Gematrical Values" (for/in that second Case above)
are totally independent and separate from each other,
so there is no obligation unto us to make all of those Numbers as/in equal digit Numbers therein above.

But thereafter,
Quote from: LastDay3 on August 18, 2016, 10:30:18 PM

Chapter
No.

Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters Letters

1

19

17

12

11

19

18

43

^

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

and then

Chapter
No.

1
^

Letters
G.Vls.

19 786
>

Letters
G.Vls.

17 581
>

Letters
G.Vls.

12 618
>

Letters
G.Vls.

11 241

Letters
G.Vls.

Letters
G.Vls.

Letters
G.Vls.

19 0836 18 1072 43 6009

>

>

>

>

Here because that those "Letters" (for/in that first Case above)
and then
those "Letters Gematrical Values" (for/in that second Case above)
are totally dependent and conjoined to each other (for/in that second Case above),
there is a perfectly legitimate Reason and obligation unto us, in this respect,
to make all of those Numbers for/on the left side & for/on the right side as/in equal digit Numbers above,
therein perfectly thus:
Chapter
No.

1

Letters

Letters

Letters

Letters

Letters

Letters

Letters

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

G.Vls.

19 786

17 581

12 618

11 241

19 0836 18 1072 43 6009

^ ^

^ ^

^ ^

<>

^

^

^

^

^

^

by this

most Wise

and perfect

Creation Design of our One and Only Lord ALLAH,

from the very Beginning, here:

=QURAN TESTAMENT 72/28 = 74/30 = 78/29 & 28/6870

Remain in peace/salaam.
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Quote from: imrankhawaja on August 30, 2016, 04:05:42 PM

peace brother.. lastday..
but again..

17 not 19
sunnah rakat 2+6+4+2+9= 23 not 19
fard rakat 2+4+4+3+4=

rest of the things i will ask later i m busy now a days with my family ...

Salaam/Peace Imran,
we are not going with "addition" (=i.e. adding up all those numbers = 2+4+4+3+4) here,
but we are perfectly placing them side by side = 2 4 4 3 4 from the very beginning,
my dear Brother/Friend,
because only our Lord

ALLAH can rightfully Choose which Magnificent Design to implement on it, in this respect, above,

and thereafter HE perfectly Creates it, in the Best/Excellent Manner, without any flaw/defect in it, at all,
from the very Beginning.

=QURAN TESTAMENT 28/6870 = 18/1 = 72/28 = 74/30
As we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it for/in this most specific Case above,
(in that previous post), in this Most MIRACULOUS & Most WONDROUS Manner, therein:

===========================================================
And then, this is the most commonly followed "Fard Rakahs" and "Sunnah Rakahs" of Daily 5 Prayers,
as it is perfectly taught by Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him), by the Great Blessing of
to his Nation (=Children of Ishmael, in Makkah and Arabia =2/127129) therein:

ALLAH unto him therein,

"Fard Rakahs"

"Sunnah Rakahs"

Morning/Fajr Prayer:

2

2

in this specific order >

2

Noon/Zuhr Prayer:

4

6

in this specific order >

4 then 2

Afternoon/Asr Prayer:

4

4

in this specific order >

4

Evening/Maghrib Prayer:

3

2

in this specific order >

2

Night/Isha Prayer:

4

9

in this specific order >

4 then 2 then 3

So here they are:
"Fard Rakahs"
2

4
=

4

3

"Sunnah Rakahs"

4

2

19x...

6
=

4

2

9

19x...

And then, here they are again,
also in those specific orders >
which are rightfully emphasized on that very right side above:
"Fard Rakahs"
2

4
=

4

3

4

"Sunnah Rakahs"
2

4 2

19x...

=

4

2

4 2 3

19x...

===========================================================

Quote from: imrankhawaja on August 30, 2016, 04:05:42 PM

and another thing if u applied this by all the numbers (24434 26429)
why miss the nawafil in it... add them as well
like 2 of zuhur
2 of magrib
and 4 of isha...

This is the Greatest

So, may

Advice you have ever given to me, since the time I've first met you here, dear Brother/Friend,

ALLAH bless you, Greatly. (=39/3335)

So here is what happens, when we rightfully add also all of those "Nawafil Rakahs" into the Equation here now.

continues in the next post
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But first of all, we should clearly see here again
that all of these most specific "Rakahs" of Daily 5 Prayers,
as it is perfectly taught by Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him), by the Great Blessing of ALLAH unto him therein,
to his Nation/People (=Children of Ishmael, in Makkah and Arabia =2/127129) therein
are essentially described as/in "3" categories therein:
1) "Fard Rakahs" (=obligatory upon every Children of Ishmael, in Makkah and Arabia =2/127129 therein),
2) "Sunnah Rakahs" (=voluntary upon every Children of Ishmael, in Makkah and Arabia =2/127129 therein),


3) "Nawafil Rakahs" (=extra upon every Children of Ishmael, in Makkah and Arabia =2/127129 therein),

*Witr (=3 Rakahs in total) within that Night/Isha Prayer above
is defined as Wajib (=not as obligatory as that "Fard Rakahs" above,
and not as voluntary as that "Sunnah Rakahs" above,
somewhere between those main two categories above,
for this reason it is sometimes rightfully called as "Strong Sunnah".
Hence, we rightfully take it into account always as/in "Sunnah Rakahs" above.
*We can clearly see all of these "Rakahs," in their specific order,
for example, in such a traditional ArabicIslamic site, here:
http://www.islamicacademy.org/html/Learn_Now/English/Salah_Amount.htm

So now, let us clearly and unmistakably witness
this Most MIRACULOUS & Most WONDROUS Phenomenon,
here thus:

===========================================================
"Fard Rakahs"
2 4 4 3 4

19

=

x...

+ + + + +

"Sunnah Rakahs"
2 6 4 2 9

19

=

x...

+ + + + +

"Nawafil Rakahs"

"Nawafil Rakahs"

* 2 * 2 4

* 2 * 2 4

V V V V V

V V V V V

2 6 4 5 8
> > > > >

2 8 4 4 13
> > > > >

V

V

8 5 4 6 2
< < < < <

13 4 4 8 2
< < < < <

19

=

19

x...

=

x...

===========================================================
And Then
following exact same Principle above
thereafter
also here:

===========================================================
"Sunnah Rakahs"

"Sunnah Rakahs"
(in their specific order therein)

2 6 4 2 9

2 42 4 2 423

19

=

19

x...

+ + + + +
"Nawafil Rakahs"

=
+

+

x...

+

+

+

"Nawafil Rakahs"

* 2 * 2 4

*

2

*

2

4

V V V V V

V

V

V

V

V

2 8 4 4 13
> > > > >

2 422 4 22 42232
>
>
> >
>

V

V

13 4 4 8 2
< < < < <

19

=

x...

42232 22 4 422
<
< <
<

19

=

AllPRAISE is to

2
<

x...

ALLAH!

=QURAN TESTAMENT

25/7376 = 32/1517

=QURAN TESTAMENT

2/99 = 29/47, 49

===========================================================

So finally, we should absolutely witness this,
here again:
Quote from: LastDay3 on August 30, 2016, 01:16:04 PM

.........
And so, this is
how this long awaited and anticipated Mahdee Descendant of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) above
had clearly and unmistakably been revealed to Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) also in the QURAN therein,
in the very first place:
====================
81

ALLAH took the Covenant (=Meesaq) of the Prophets, (saying):

When I gave you the Scripture and the Wisdom, then a "Messenger" (=i.e. this long awaited and
anticipated Mahdee Descendant of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) above)
will come to you, confirming/fulfilling what is with you,
so you shall certainly "believe" in him, and you shall certainly "support" him! ........
7 We took from the Prophets their Covenant (=Meesaq)
(as it is clearly emphasized in the above Verse, in the first place)
from you (O Muhammad), and from Noah, and Abraham, and Moses, and Jesus, Son of Mary;
And

We (thus) took from (all of) them (above) a solemn Covenant (=Meesaq).

8 So that
and

HE will surely question the truthfulones about their truthfulness (in this regard above),

HE has prepared for the "disbelievers" a painful Retribution.

QURAN, Sura Ali Imran 81 = Ahzab 78
====================

So then, the most important Question we must ask here
should be:
How will Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) strongly believe in and fully support
this "Messenger" (=i.e. his long awaited and anticipated Mahdee Descendant above) now,
due to that Covenant (=Meesaq) he has already earnestly promised to

ALLAH,

in the very beginning,
as we have clearly witnessed it in these crystal clear Verses above (=QURAN, Sura Ali Imran 81 = Ahzab 78).

Here is the most clear and unmistakable Answer:
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) has already strongly believed in and will fully support
this "Messenger" (=i.e. his long awaited and anticipated Mahdee Descendant above) now,
by all of his most miraculous Hadith which are perfectly "19" coded
(especially, with his most specific Hadith directly related to "AlFatihah"

as it is clearly presented at the very beginning of previous post above,
and then also with his most specific Instructions directly related to
those "Fard Rakahs" & "Sunnah Rakahs" & "Nawafil Rakahs" above)
in the very first place, here.

So, we can clearly and unmistakably witness
the strong Belief and full Support of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)
unto his long awaited and anticipated Mahdee Descendant above,
all here:

The Awesome Prophecies of Prophet Muhammad
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id183.html

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #525 on: September 02, 2016, 10:56:26 AM »

actually what i understand u add up nawafil in fard and sunnat.....
change of law ... or criteria whatever you said...
after that you add them up and get a figure ... which is not a multiple of 19 the same way as it was first ... result come up..
2 6 4 5 8

Posts: 2134
Gender:

not 19 multiple

2 8 4 4 13 not 19 multiple...

u then reverses the order...
lets reverse the first order to see is it work...
43442 not a multiple of 19
92462 not a multiple of 19 again...
4344292462 not a multiple of 19 again....
my brother sorry i disappointed... first you said we are not gona add ... then you change the sequence after adding it the way you want lol
but a careful look after verifcation did not match your own criteria.... thats not working there...
what are the possibilites... either the traditional timings is wrong... or the prophesy of mehdi iis wrong... or all this is nothing more than entertainment and hook and crook... you decide
now...
and wajib by default mean fard... add witer on the right hand side... code is not working bro... think about it...
God bless you tooo...

Logged

SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #526 on: September 02, 2016, 09:44:17 PM »

Posts: 623
Gender:

Quote from: imrankhawaja on September 02, 2016, 10:56:26 AM

.........
what are the possibilites... either the traditional timings is wrong... or the prophesy of mehdi iis wrong...
or all this is nothing more than entertainment and hook and crook... you decide now...
.........

Salaam/Peace Imran,

I believe the timing and Rakahs are perfectly Right, and the Prophecy is perfectly Right,
the only thing that may fundamentally be mistaken and wrong is your perspective (due to lack of
your basic Mathematical reasoning and understanding), my dear Brother/Friend.
So I will take the time again for you here, inshaALLAH, and will place that "Priceless MIRACLE",
before your eyes, from the very beginning to the very end,
step by step,
so, please, you too take your time, dear Brother/Friend, do not be in haste,
do not condition yourself beforehand to reject or reply to it,
but be hundred percent truthful and sincere in your mind & heart,
to clearly see and truly reflect on it,
and most importantly, also call and invite a close friend of you (who may have essential Mathematical understanding,
who may absolutely know
how numbers work,
what can occur randomly, and what could never occur randomly in Math,
and what is a perfect Principle/Pattern & absolute Consistency/Coherence
of/in a "Priceless MIRACLE" that would make it absolutely EXCELLENT / DISTINCT / SUPREME
over any "worthless numerology",
from the very beginning)
that he or she may help you, when/if you ever cannot grasp it, at any point.

So let us start to clearly witness it again, here:

===========================================================

"Fard Rakahs"
2 4 4 3 4

19

=

x...

"Sunnah Rakahs"
2 6 4 2 9

19

=

x...

"Sunnah Rakahs"
in main order

"Sunnah Rakahs"
in elaborate order

2 6 4 2 9

2 42 4 2 423

19

=

x...

19

=

x...

===========================================================
In this first step above,
we rightfully take into account these main two categories:
"Fard Rakahs"

"Sunnah Rakahs"

in such a perfect Symmetry above (because Miracle 19 shall always come as/in perfect Symmetry,

ALLAH in these Verses,

as it is clearly and unmistakably taught to us by our Lord
from the very beginning:

QURAN TESTAMENT 74/3031 (Dhikra) = 51/49 (taDhakkaroona)
And because that those "Sunnah Rakahs" have been perfectly instructed
(other than that main order we see in that first case above on the right side)
also in an elaborate order thereafter,
so, for/in that second case above, we rightfully and perfectly continue therein thus:
"Sunnah Rakahs"
in main order

"Sunnah Rakahs"
in elaborate order

Thereafter comes the third category: those "Nawafil Rakahs" above
(=extra upon every Children of Ishmael, in Makkah and Arabia =2/127129 therein),
*please, clearly see it again in that previous post above.
so when/if we rightfully add them unto each of those
main two categories: "Fard Rakahs" "Sunnah Rakahs" above,
will we see that perfect Symmetry for/on that left side & for/on that right side therein again now?

QURAN TESTAMENT 74/3031 (Dhikra) = 51/49 (taDhakkaroona)
So let us clearly witness it again, here:

===========================================================
"Fard Rakahs"
2 4 4 3 4

19

=

x...

+ + + + +

"Sunnah Rakahs"
2 6 4 2 9

19

=

x...

+ + + + +

"Nawafil Rakahs"

"Nawafil Rakahs"

* 2 * 2 4

* 2 * 2 4

V V V V V

V V V V V

2 6 4 5 8
> > > > >

2 8 4 4 13
> > > > >

V

V

8 5 4 6 2
< < < < <
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< < < < <

19

=

19

x...

=

x...

===========================================================
And Then
following exact same Principle above
thereafter
also here
again

===========================================================
"Sunnah Rakahs"
in main order

"Sunnah Rakahs"
in elaborate order

2 6 4 2 9

2 42 4 2 423

19

=

19

x...

+ + + + +
"Nawafil Rakahs"

=
+

+

x...

+

+

+

"Nawafil Rakahs"

* 2 * 2 4

*
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*
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4

V V V V V
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V

V

V

V
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> > > > >

2 422 4 22 42232
>
>
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>

V

V
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=
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42232 22 4 422
<
< <
<

19

=

AllPRAISE is to

2
<

x...

ALLAH!

=QURAN TESTAMENT

25/7376 = 32/1517

=QURAN TESTAMENT

2/99 = 29/47, 49

===========================================================
After witnessing this "Priceless MIRACLE", clearly and unmistakably, step by step, above,
my dear brother/friend Imran, and all dear brothers/sisters here,
finally, we should also absolutely see
these most Essential and important Verses here:
====================
107 Say: Believe in it or do not believe in it.
Those who have been given the Knowledge before it (especially the Knowledge of that
most miraculous Hadith in this respect here of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)
which clearly foretells about "AlFatihah",
and then those "Fard Rakahs" & "Sunnah Rakahs" and "Nawafil Rakahs"
all with Miracle 19 on them, in perfect Symmetry, as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed
each of them above,)
when it is recited to them,
due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables above now they fall to their chins prostrating!
108 And they say: Praise be to our LORD!
(Because) the Promise of our LORD (with regard to that Messenger/ MESSAGE of the Covenant (=Meesaq)
as we have clearly witnessed it
in that previous post in these Verses therein =QURAN, Ali Imran 81 = Ahzab 78) has been fulfilled!
109 And due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now they fall to their chins reverencing!
And (thus) it increases them in humility.

QURAN TESTAMENT 17/107109
====================

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #527 on: September 03, 2016, 09:23:23 AM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on September 02, 2016, 09:44:17 PM

I believe the timing and Rakahs are perfectly Right, and the Prophecy is perfectly Right,
the only thing that may fundamentally be mistaken and wrong is your perspective (due to lack of
your basic Mathematical reasoning and understanding), my dear Brother/Friend.

ALLAH, and will place that "Priceless MIRACLE"

So I will take the time again for you here, insha

Posts: 2134
Gender:

peace brother,,,
i already took my time , and i easily figure out code is not working there, and suddenly you change ur sides ... anyway to you is your code to me is the code of humanity =quran...

quran is telling me there is no prophesy of mehdi...

quran is telling me there are not five contact prayers
quran is telling me not to rely on miracles which are based on unreasonable reasonings...
on other words

perfect imperfection
i will uplhold my beleive inn quran and if something come across quran i will reject it woothout thinking a second obviously i m afraid of my creator.. my creator will stay on first at every
matter...
matter of ego,
matter of commandmnets
matter of code
matter of science
matter of beleivng the most important...
God come first... then miracles... by default miracles are also a creation of God... you reaaly dnt need miracles to prove God...
moses and jesus bring live miracles but people still refuse them and even try to kill them...
what is the worth of code 19 that works on some places and on some places its not....
what if sun comes after every two days and give u less heat and light then required... does it mean its an incomplete miracle of God?
God dnt need anything... its creation code miralces that are perfected due to the willness of God....think about it in your free time ...
God bless you... i dnt think so i will continue my discussion on this anymore due to the interjecting of secondary sources prophecy and contact prayrer reasonigs ... you are doing same
what early scholars did , i wonder people try to drill quran for the sake fo code... and even refuse the very verses of quran becoz so called code is not working there...
Logged
SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #528 on: September 03, 2016, 09:26:15 AM »

u did not properly read my reply 43 actually... read it again please and see the tricks applied by you there...
Logged
SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.

Posts: 2134
Gender:

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

« Reply #529 on: September 03, 2016, 10:01:20 PM »

Posts: 623
Gender:

Quote from: imrankhawaja on September 03, 2016, 09:26:15 AM

u did not properly read my reply 43 actually... read it again please and see the tricks applied by you there...

Salaam/Peace Imran,
I've already read your reply #43, my dear Brother/Friend,
for that reason I've took the time to place that "Priceless MIRACLE"
before your eyes, also step by step, thereafter,
that you may clearly understand that there is no trick, no flaw in it, at all,
it is absolutely perfect and amazing Mathematical Phenomenon, in every step of it,
but because you do not have essential understanding with regard to how "Mathematics" work, in general, in this respect,
unfortunately, you still could not comprehend it, my dear Brother/Friend.
The only legitimate challenge to these "Priceless MIRACLES" above (="AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE, first of all)
can be made by bringing forth the like/equivalent of it,
and our Lord

ALLAH most clearly and unmistakably Proclaims that

no one will never be able to bring forth the like/equivalent of this QURAN, never (=17/88),
especially because of its "19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" in it,
from the very beginning, here (=74/2630, 31)!
This is the most Superb and matchless "SIGNATURE" of our Lord
which

ALLAH

HE perfectly inscribed unto HIS Scripture (=QURAN TESTAMENT) and unto our whole Universe,

from the very Beginning, here:

UNIVERSAL MAGNIFICENT MIRACLES 1 & 2
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id126.html
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id176.html

No one else, but exclusively and only our Lord

ALLAH has the Authority

to choose the most fundamental and important places
in

HIS Scripture (=QURAN TESTAMENT) and also in our whole Universe,

to create

HIS "19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" unto it, as HE wills,
Unmistakably and Perfectly, without any flaw in it.

QURAN TESTAMENT 28/6870 = 74/2630 = 41/53
So, I will continue in my next reply, inshaALLAH, emphasizing those Daily Prayers, and the importance of these
most essential and critical Verses (3/81 = 33/78), in this respect above.

Thank you very much, my dear brother/friend Imran, for your participation here.
May our Lord

ALLAH bless all of us, Greatly. (5/16 = 2/286)

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

Adam The Warner
Apprentice

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #530 on: September 05, 2016, 10:31:53 PM »
Quote from: HP_TECH on August 18, 2016, 10:50:16 PM
Two questions if I may,
Is this called numerology?
I always hear there are 19 letters in Surah 1 ayaat 1, but I am not proficient in Arabic grammar

Posts: 271
Gender:

I count 18 can you help me by numbering how many letters for each word?
(1:1:1)
ْﻡ
ِﺳ
ﺑ
ِ
bis'mi
In (the) name
P – prefixed preposition bi
N – genitive masculine noun

(1:1:2)
ِ
克⍓ﺍ
ﱠ
llahi
(of) Allah,

PN – genitive proper noun → Allah

(1:1:3)
ٰ
ِﻥ
َﻣ
ْﺣ
ﺍﻟﺭ
ﱠ
lraḥ
māni
the Most Gracious,

(1:1:4)
ِﻳﻡ
ِﺣ
ﺍﻟﺭ
ﱠ
lraḥ
īmi
the Most Merciful.

ADJ – genitive masculine singular adjective

ADJ – genitive masculine singular adjective

May the Peace be with you,
This is the Arabic alphabet that is being used:

It's worth it to learn the language of the Scriptures, especially if you are reading years in a translation.
Peace.
Logged
May He the Hearer grant us victory in the worldy life, and Hes abundance of Light on the Day of Judgement, and may He the King of kings grant us the eternal Paradise. Peace.

Noon waalqalami
Advanced Truth Seeker

Posts: 1034

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #531 on: September 05, 2016, 10:55:14 PM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on August 30, 2016, 12:59:12 PM
Salaam/Peace Noon,
...this most miraculous Hadith is clearly recorded (not only in Muwatta above)
but also in other most authentic and credible Sources in this respect,...

Peace LastDay3  "Credat Judaeus Apella, non ego"
http://elenasandidge.com/2015/08/12/dochollidayandthelatinduel/

Logged

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #532 on: September 06, 2016, 03:36:57 AM »
Quote from: Noon waalqalami on September 05, 2016, 10:55:14 PM

http://elenasandidge.com/2015/08/12/dochollidayandthelatinduel/

very informative link
same type of experiment i did once in the gathering of family,, i told them a sentence
Posts: 2134
Gender:

mr brown will eat 6 apples with 3 spoon at 3 pm out of 6 3 are green 3 are brown he also use 6 spoons three of brown three are red... something like that..
and i say this sentence in the ear of first person and i said him to say in the ear of second person... there was total 7 people there...
when the sentence came to seventh person , just within 7 mintues... it was totally ***** up

in just seven minutes... and people rely on things which are the continution of chains of hundred years OMG help me please ..

Logged
SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #533 on: September 06, 2016, 03:47:32 AM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on September 03, 2016, 10:01:20 PM

Salaam/Peace Imran,
I've already read your reply #43, my dear Brother/Friend,

Posts: 2134
Gender:

dear brother/friend if you read it then possibly you did not understannd it...
actually ok let me know how much time you take for making it multiple and how many failed attempts ... how many times you put witar on sunna or in fard or in nawafil... dnt you remeber
the original ratio of witar is one according to the sources ... some authentic ones... but again
you applied the reverse rule... in nawafil and break the law of adding as well... i still dnt mind after all this ... but why did not the reverse law applied to very first ones which i already showed
in my reply 43..
Logged
SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #534 on: September 06, 2016, 03:54:23 AM »

brother i have another equation for you ,
you forget to add jumma prayers ,,,
traditionally its 2 rakats...
and sequence is like this 4 2 4 2 2 4 sunnat then 2 fard then four sunnat again ad then 2 sunnat again and then 2 nawafil..
Posts: 2134

in some schoolings they missed the four sunnat hence sequence is 4222

Gender:

both are not the multiple of 19
but may b i m doing it wrong or the pattern of the day jumma not work with code... 6 days code is working ,, jumman day is the holiday of code lol...
or we have to do math by weekely basis.. you can work on it and let me know ... thanx in advance...

Logged
SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #535 on: September 06, 2016, 11:33:34 PM »

Posts: 623
Gender:

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on September 05, 2016, 10:55:14 PM

Peace LastDay3  "Credat Judaeus Apella, non ego"
http://elenasandidge.com/2015/08/12/dochollidayandthelatinduel/

Quote from: imrankhawaja on September 06, 2016, 03:36:57 AM

very informative link
same type of experiment i did once in the gathering of family,, i told them a sentence
mr brown will eat 6 apples with 3 spoon at 3 pm out of 6 3 are green 3 are brown he also use 6 spoons three of brown three are red... something like that..
and i say this sentence in the ear of first person and i said him to say in the ear of second person... there was total 7 people there...
when the sentence came to seventh person , just within 7 mintues... it was totally ***** up
in just seven minutes... and people rely on things which are the continution of chains of hundred years OMG help me please ..

Salaam/Peace Noon and Imran,

ALLAH,
for we should never forget that everyone and everything from the very Beginning to the very End is always under the full Control of ALLAH,
I strongly believe that the authentic Words (Hadith) of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) are essentially protected by our Lord
at every moment (=6/59), first of all,
====================
44 With ClearProofs and the Scriptures. And We sent down to you (O Muhammad) the Reminder (=QURAN)
that you may clearlyexplain (=litubayyina) to the People (of Makkah and Arabia therein =Baqarah 127129)
what was sent to them, and perhaps they will reflect.
QURAN, AlNahl 44
====================
thereby I strongly believe that all the authentic Words (Hadith) of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) are thus
basically his clearexplanations (=litubayyina), by the Permission/Commandment of ALLAH unto him therein,
specifically and only to his Nation/People (=Children of Ishmael in Makkah and Arabia therein
=QURAN Baqarah 127129 & Shuura 7 & Fussilat 3);
I have already clearly presented all of these Verses above, openly, here:
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608712.msg392388#msg392388

So in conclusion,
I strongly believe that we should absolutely believe in the authentic Words (Hadith) of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him),
as his clearexplanations (=litubayyina) of the QURAN, by the Permission/Commandment of ALLAH unto him therein,
specifically and only to his Nation/People (=Children of Ishmael in Makkah and Arabia,

as a One and Only "BOOK of LAW" for them, therein =Baqarah 127129 & Shuura 7 & Fussilat 3);
but we ourselves (because we are not Descendants of Prophet Ishmael (PbuH) living in Makkah and Arabia therein now)
should absolutely follow "QURAN TESTAMENT Alone" for us now,
due to its "19" coded, most Superb and matchless UNIVERSAL MATHEMATIC/SCIENTIFIC LANGUAGE,
for all Nations/Peoples of the Earth, in this Final Age now,
as it has clearly been foretold and approved by Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him),
as perfectly proven in that above link, and in all of His most miraculous Hadith clearly presented in all of those
previous posts (of LastDay3) here above.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

imrankhawaja
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #536 on: September 07, 2016, 12:33:15 AM »

as far i remember,, the so called messenger of covinant mr RK reject the authority of hadith... untill he find two verses problemetic...
now you are telling a new story...
yeh the words from the lips of prophet from lord is preserved by God will.. and we must believe in it= quran..
the words you are referring is not even the words of prophet .. its the words of bukhari and company without any certification from God or messenger...

Posts: 2134
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did you get your operation done from the doctor who is not qualified /certified ...
if you dare to do it then.. i must say you are brave enough...
Logged
SO which of the MIRACLES/MARVELS of your Lord you will deny
55:55.
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Re: "AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) foretold by Prophet Muhammad
(PbuH)
« Reply #537 on: September 07, 2016, 01:58:24 AM »

Posts: 623
Gender:

Quote from: imrankhawaja on September 06, 2016, 03:47:32 AM

dear brother/friend if you read it then possibly you did not understannd it...
actually ok let me know how much time you take for making it multiple and how many failed attempts ...
how many times you put witar on sunna or in fard or in nawafil...
dnt you remeber the original ratio of witar is one according to the sources ... some authentic ones... but again
you applied the reverse rule... in nawafil and break the law of adding as well... i still dnt mind after all this ...
but why did not the reverse law applied to very first ones which i already showed in my reply 43..

Salaam/Peace Imran,
there is no failed attempts in that "Priceless MIRACLE" above,
for that reason I've took the time to place it before your eyes, also step by step, thereafter,
that you may clearly understand that there is no "failed attempts" in or between any step of it, at all.
The "Witr" (Rakahs) are rightfully "3" in most common, most recognized Count,
I already clearly referred to that traditional Arabic/Islamic link which presents them, in its entirety, in their specific order above,
and I believe the perfect place to put them is within "Sunnah Rakahs," I have no doubt about it, I already clearly explained the reason for it,
in that previous post again.
Adding "Nawafil Rakahs" unto "Fard Rakahs" and "Sunnah Rakahs" does not violate any Rule therein,
because it is a Perfect Thing to do to straightforwardly proceed
without breaking that initial "Perfect Symmetry" (Fard Rakahs" = "Sunnah Rakahs")
___________________________________
(because Miracle 19 shall always come as/in perfect Symmetry:

QURAN TESTAMENT 74/3031 (Dhikra) = 51/49 (taDhakkaroona)
___________________________________
and finally, we get that "Perfect Symmetry" again,
in exact reverse order, therein, for/on both sides, precisely, at the very final step of it,
this is a perfect Mathematical PHENOMENON, in every step of it, above.
So, I truly wish/pray/hope that one day you will attain, my dear Brother/Friend, to essential Mathematical Understanding,
and perfectly comprehend how numbers work, in essence,
and so why it could never happen randomly above,
and so how Absolutely Amazing is that Perfect Mathematical CREATION/PLANNING above, in every step of it,
and then you will also clearly see
how mindless/silly/nonsensical (in Mathematical / Logical standpoint) your objections are, in this respect above.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....
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Quote from: imrankhawaja on September 07, 2016, 12:33:15 AM

yeh the words from the lips of prophet from lord is preserved by God will.. and we must believe in it= quran..
the words you are referring is not even the words of prophet .. its the words of bukhari and company without any certification from God or messenger...

Salaam/Peace Imran,
yes, dear Brother/Friend, we must believe in the QURAN which says:
====================
44 With ClearProofs and the Scriptures. And We sent down to you (O Muhammad) the Reminder (=QURAN)
that you may clearlyexplain (=litubayyina) to the People (of Makkah and Arabia therein =Baqarah 127129)
what was sent to them, and perhaps they will reflect.
QURAN, AlNahl 44
====================
thereby, I strongly believe that our Lord

ALLAH has also essentially protected

all the authentic Words (Hadith) of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)
which are thus basically his clearexplanations (=litubayyina) of the QURAN,
by the Permission/Commandment of ALLAH unto him therein,
specifically and only to his Nation/People (=Children of Ishmael in Makkah and Arabia therein
=QURAN Nahl 44 = Baqarah 127129 & Shuura 7 & Fussilat 3);
so it is absolutely impossible for me to think that our Lord

ALLAH

would let the clearexplanations (=litubayyina) of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) of the QURAN,
in this respect above,
to get completely lost and become totally invalid thereafter! Does it make any sense to you at all?
So, I strongly believe that our Lord

ALLAH has also essentially protected

all the authentic Words (Hadith) of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)
which are thus basically his clearexplanations (=litubayyina) of the QURAN,
specifically and only to his Nation/People (=Children of Ishmael in Makkah and Arabia therein,
=QURAN Nahl 44 = Baqarah 127129 & Shuura 7 & Fussilat 3);
and now we can clearly and unmistakably witness it
within His most miraculous Hadith with regard to

"AlFatihah" = "7 Pairs" MIRACLE (=15/87) above

which has perfectly come true (as we have clearly witnessed it within the very first posts of this thread above)
in this Final Age now.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....
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Quote from: imrankhawaja on September 06, 2016, 03:54:23 AM

brother i have another equation for you ,

you forget to add jumma prayers ,,,

Salaam/Peace Imran,
this may be truly a Good Advice, dear Brother/Friend,
but because it is an exceptional Jumuah Day Rakahs our Lord
and also

ALLAH has the Right to keep it absolutely exempted,

HE has the Right to create another "Priceless MIRACLE" exclusively based on that, if HE willed so.

The choosing (=yakhtaru) and the creating (=yakhluqu) in all Issues, and also in this respect above,
always belongs exclusively and only to our Lord
=QURAN

ALLAH, from the very Beginning.

TESTAMENT 28/6870

So it is absolutely worth looking into it to clearly understand it now.
Therefore, when I get the time, I will absolutely look into it, inshaALLAH.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....
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